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Alert Citizen Gets
Present From Bank
Alertness and community in- vehicle, left his partner there,
ter e st won an unexpected and returned a short while
Christmas gift for a Memphis
later in great haste with a
workman last week.
brown bag in his hand.
He was Maurice Williamson,
23, of 248 Lucy St., Apt. 4, But Williamson was alert
who was presented a check for enough to take
down the li$100 from First National Bank cense number
and make of the
of Memphis last Friday.
car, and a description of the
The check was presented as pair inside.
appreciation for the part Mr. After the men had driven
Williamson played in the cap- away, he went to the bank and
ture of a suspect who had held furnished information which
up the South Memphis branch led to the capture of the susof First National Bank at Mc. pects.
Lemore and S. Third st., and
who had made off with a Mr. Williamson is employed
brown bag crammed with thou- at the Wabash Screen Door,
sands of dollars in cash on Inc., and is a member of the
Pentecostal Church of God in
Nov. 6.
Christ at 220 S. Danny Thomas
Mr. Williamson was home at blvd.
the time and noticed a strange
car parked in his driveway, A native Memphian a n d
graduate of Carver High School,
with two men seated in it.
he lives with his wife Mrs. VirHe was still watching when gie Williamson at the Lucy St.
one of the men got out of the address.

.

15c

12-Gs Reported
By NG Aides
Taylor Added

Report Is Due
Final
To News Staff
Of WDIA Radio After The Holidays

MEDALS FOR A SOLIDER
killed in Vietnam last August 22 were presented to
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jdot D. Stringfellow at Defense Depot Memhpis last
Thursday, and making the

presentation at left is Col.
Robert T. Grant, director
of Storage and Transportation. Posthumous medals
for Pfc. John D. Stringfellow, Jr., are in the case
held by Col. Grant while

citations are held by his
sister, M r s . Ernestine
White, and Mr. and Mrs.
Stringfellow. Mrs. White's
husband is serving with the
Army in Vietnam. (Withers
Photo)

Parents Get Son's 5 Medals

Calvin L. Taylor, Jr., an Volunteer workers in the an extra effort between now
experienced
local newsman, local United Negro College and January 6.
will join the news department Fund campaign reported $2, Topping the report list Tuesof Radio Station WDIA on 516.97 Tuesday night, Decem- day night was the City School
Dec. 30, 1968, according to ber 17, pushing the total to date Teachers Division, headed by
Bert Ferguson, executive vice to $12,574.78.
George W. Cox, principal of
president of the station.
Walker Elementary School.
Next,
and
final,
report
Mr. Taylor, 21, lives with
The division reported $1,083.50
his wife, the former Margaree meeting will be held after the for a total to date of $3,125-90.
Harris, and their new baby holiday season....Monday, January 6. 1969, at 7:30 p. m. in Reporting were: Hamilton
(See Page 2)
the Brownlee Hall faculty High, $216,50; 'Booker T, Washlounge on the LeMoyne-Owen ington, $180.50; Alonzo Locke,
College campus.
$134 ;LaRoe, $105.50; Klondike
$95; Rozelle, $45; Carnes, $16,
General Chairman Bill Alcy ,$53; Dunbar $39; Lester
Weathers called on all cam(See Page 2)
paign workers to put forth

College Pays
Silent Tribute
To T. Brooks

The survivors of a solider His relatives said that he drafted into the Army and was
killed last August in Vietnam was fighting up near the Cam- trained at Fort Campbell, Ky.,
were presented five posthuand Fort McClellan, Ala., be
mous medals for him in a bodian border when he was fore being sent overseas.
ceremony held in a conference slain.
Attending the service for
room at Defense Depot Mem- The citation for his Bronze her brother also was Mrs. LeMoyne-Owen College paid
silent tribute Friday to its
phis.
Ernestine White, whose husThe medals were presented Star Medal stated in part: band, Specialist Fourth Class longtime chief custodian, Tato Mr. and Mrs. John D. -He consistently m a nisfestad Henry L. White is serving in zell Brooks, by closing all offices on campus from 10:30
Stringfellow, Sr.,, of $ee (p ezetnplary professionalism
igon, Vietnam.
a.m. until 1 p.m.
Robert T. Grant, initiatiVe in -obtaining outstandLast Friday local leaders of ing opportunities for all of his
bay by
director of Storage and Trans- ing results. His rapid assess- The medals presented were Funeral for 70-year-old Mr. the United Negro College Fund employees regardless of race.
portation, and the citations for ment and solution of numerous the Bronze Star, the Purple Brooks, who had been at Le- received a check for $1,000
the Bronze Star Medal and the problems inherent in a coun- Heart, the Army Commenda- Moyne 40 years, was held at from William "Bill" Loeb, exev- It also ihdicates his program
Army Commendation Medal terinsurgency envir °Dracut tion Medal, the Good Conduct ii a.m. Friday from Mt. Ne- utive head of Loeb's Enter- of relating himself to the
read by Maj. Patrick Burke of creatly•enhanced the allied ef- Medal and service medal for bo Baptist Church. Burial was prises, one of the n a tion's black cornmuntiy in actions
fectiveness against a determin- Vietnam.
in New Park.
Plans and Management.
largest laundry and Bar-B.Q. such as the donation to the NeBoth officers have served in ed and aggressive enemy. De- The Stringfellows are the Mr. Brooks, who resided chains.
gro United College Fund.
adversities,
he
inparents of another son, John with his invalid wife and a W. C. Weathers, chairman With his employment poliVietnam, and Major Burke spite many
said that they just happened variably performed his duties Curtis Stringfellow, 17, who daughter at 415-I South Danny of the 1968 Memphis UNCF, cies in his food and laundry
Thomas, died of a heart at- accompanied by Mrs. Naomi chains, and with his consistent
to be among the "lucky ones" in a resolute and efficient man- lives at the Gabay address.
ner."
Mr. Stringfellow is a truck tack Dec. 15.
who came back alive.
Gordon, widely-known civic efforts to relate his business
attended driver with the Bluff City He was well liked on the worker, Robert Ratcliffe, pub- interests and concern to the
Private First Class John D. Pfc. Stringfellow
Stringfellow, Jr., who was 22, Lincoln Elementary School and Paper Company, and Mrs. campus and was presented a lic relations director at Le- black community, Mr. Loeb is
served in Vietnam from April was graduated from the Booker Stringfellow is employed with plaque by the Student NEA Moyne-Owen-College, and Rev. pioneering a new approach to
until he was killed in Vietnam T. Washington Evening School the Hungerford Furniture Com- two years ago.
Charles L. Dinkins, vice-chair- a working understanding beon August 22, 1968.
with the class of 1966. He was pany.
man of the 1968 United Negro tween the black community
College Fund campaign in and the Memphis business esEnglish Professor
Memphis, met with Mr. Loeb tablishment.
Attending Meeting at
his office to receive the $1,- He was the recipient of proDr. Juanita Williamson, a 000 contribution.
fuse expressions of appreciaprofessor of English at Le- In making the contribution, tion from the representatives
Moyne Owen College and an Mr. Loeb was proving himself of the UNCF for his contribuMiss Brenda Foster, 20-year Miss Katherine L. Turner.
expert in the field of linguis- consistent in living up to the tion of last week. Mr. Loeb's
The daughter of Mr., and
old junior, is the ne wly
tics, read a paper, "The slogan, which has become as- financial contribution to the
crowned 'Miss LeMoyneMrs. Booker T. Can, 1475
Speech • of Negroes in Mem- sociated with him in the black fund ranks among those of the
Owen College of 1969.'
South Barksdale, Miss Fosphis," this week at the annual community. The slogan is country's largest donors to the
Crowning took place Satter is a graduate of Hamilconvention
of the Speech As- "equal opportunity in jobs fund to support the pre-domiJames Earl Ray, the accus- that he would consider it a giant-sized Foreman said that sociation of
urday night at a coronation
ton High School and a
America. The con- and in business." Lt has been nantly Negro institutions • of
Martin
of
Dr.
assassin
ed
miracle
if
he
were
ready
to he found out that the defense fab was held in Chicago
ball held in the King Cotmember of Delta Sigma
at established through Mr. Loeb's higher learning in the United
Luther King, Jr., on April 4 start the James Earl Ray case was not ready for trial on Nov. the Sheraton.
ton Hotel ballroom. She *on
Theta Sorority and the colprovisions of jobs and up-grad- States.
his
third
year,
made
of
this
on
the
date
set
by
the
court,
12,
but
that
the
trial
was
about
lege's National Honor Socthe title in a campuswide
Criminal
Court
appearance
in
and that since he took the case to proceed in order to meet
iety.
vote, defeating a senior,
here last Thursday, took an he has spent three-fourths of the deadline for a book.
oath and declared himself to the time arranging other courts n arguing_ for no delay bebe without funds or property, to postpone cases he had yond March 3 for the trial to
and became eligible for assis- scheduled earlier.
begin, Mr. Dwyer said that
tance from the Public DefendRay had been in custody for
He told the court that he five months, and that Mr. Foreers office.
had not received any money man was not starting out "cold"
But Robert K. Dwyer, ex- in the case since taking it, and
ecutive a s s istant attorney that he had declined offers on the case.
general, took exception to the from publishers of books and He said that Atty. Foreman
ruling by Criminal Court Judge magazines, because their offers had the benefit of the Hanes's
research on the case, and that
W. Preston Battle.
had "hooks in them."
Both skilled and unskilled asked local offices across the
Pointing to Ray, dressed in Mr. Foreman said that he believed requests for further
workers are in demand for job state and in southern Kentucky a dark checkered sport coat, no longer practices law "for delay amounted to "trifling
openings across the state, ac- to help find skilled workers blue trousers, with shirt and money," although that was not with the court."
cording to State Employment to fill the job openings.
tie which he wore on his two always the case, but that he "Justice should not be stalled because Mr. Foreman choosSecurity Commissioner Mrs. Mechanical engineers and earlier times in court, but with was willing to continue
as Ray's es to work alone. That's his
power sewing machine operat- plack new shoes replacing the
Leo R. Burson.
lawyer without compensation. problem," Mr. Dwyer stated.
Office workers, cooks, maids, ors are 'being recruited in well-worn brown ones he had
After talking with Ray's
Tennesare
in
East
mechanics
Nashville
and
waitresses and
on earlier, Mr.. Dwyer said, two previous attorneys, the
(See Page 2)
needed in almost every area, see. Memphis wants a key cut- "I don't know whether this
but there are not many calls ter, a finish patcher, a baker man is indigent or not. He is a
for cryptographic machine op- and 10 boiler operators.
world traveler, has employed rik
erators, editors and taxider- Other job orders call for a one of the country's top law- LJ
mists, Mrs. Burson reported. road roller operator and a yers, and living better than I
cryptographic back hoe operator in Nash- am. He is a
qualified
A
funny kind of intechnician who wants a job ville, experienced draftsmen digentJudgeif
, you ask
should contact the State Em- and programmers in ChattaBattle appeared to
ployment Security office in nooga, a diesel mechanic and have little patience with Mr.
Murfreesboro, Mrs. Burson a television service and re- Dwyer during the
hearing. COLUMBIA, S. C. — The Some 30 other students were
pairman in Knoxville, a sys- He
said.
chastised
him
for
addressfirst of a series of suits seeking injured in the conflict. The
Editors with experience in tems analyst in Memphis, a ing the bench while
seated, cut payment of $100,000 damages state NAACP rallied to the
trade or technical publications bindery worker in Cleveland him short when he
tried to
may contact the state agency's and an alterations tailor in add a rebuttal to
to the estates of three young support of, the students, organiremarks
of Negroes killed at Orangeburg zing a withholding of patronoffice in Chattanooga. Quail' Morristown.
Texas Attorney Percy Forefled taxidermists should apply Several areas have reported man, and
last February was filed in the age campaign in Orangeburg
said,
briskly,
"I'm
witp
applicants
surplus
of
at the office in McMinnville, a
Untied States District Court and providing legal assistance.
specific skills. Knoxville and handling this myself," when here , Dec. 18, by Matthew The decision to file the damMrs. Burson advised.
Mr. Dwyer sought permission
Guards, machinists, sales- Nashville, for example, have
special counsel of the age suits followed failure to
to
question Ray about his lack Perry,
are
huntmachine
trainees
who
manager
men, woodworking
Association for the prosecute anyone in connecNational
of funds."
operators a n d construction ing work. Memphis has a surAdvancement
of Colored Peo- tion with the killings and the
The purpose of the hearing
injuries. The first suit was
helpers
and
kitchen
Nashplus
of
in
needed
are
laborers
ple.
filed on behalf of Mrs. Rether
ville, but the big demand in nurse aides. Middle Tennessee however, was to decide if Mr.
terprises in Memphis and
Mrs. Naomi Gordon, widely
Memphis is for office person- has production machine op- Foreman, who became Ray's The students were killed, Middleton, mother of Delano BIG BOOST — A smile of
lawyer after he discharged reportedly by State Highway Middleton, 17, who was killed. gratitude wreathes the face
the Mid-South. Mr. Loeb
known civic leader and supnel — secretaries, stenograph- erators who need jobs.
was giving additional meanporter of the UNCF, Robert
ers, clerk-typists, accountants, Veterans who are willing to Attys. Arthur Hanes, Sr., and patrolmen, during a protest Mr. Perry said that suits on of W.C. "Bill" Weathers, I9611
ing to the slogan of this enMemphis chairman of the
Rateliffe, LeMoyne-0 w e n
bookkeeping machine operators relocate to accept employment Jr., of Birmingham two days demonstration on the campus behalf of the estates, of the
terprises (restaurants and
include a surveyor, a me- before his trial was to have of the predominantly Negrol other slain youths would be United Negro College Fund
College public relations diand billing clerks.
laundries).
."Equal
rect/it, and Rev. Charles L.
In Union City the demand chanical draftsman, a radio started on Nov 12, would be South Carolina State College. filed within a week. Personal campaign, as he accepts
portunity to all". Shown
for automobile tire huilders announcer, a floor covering prepared to get started on The State Highway Depart- injury suits are in preparation a check for $1,000 from Wil•
Dinkins, vice chairman of
with Loeb seated, from left
meet is the defendant in the for 18 students who sustained liam "Bill" Loeb, president
is so acute that the Employ- salesman, a shear operator and March 3
LeMoyee College and the
linjuries during the conflict.
Mr. Foreman told the court Suit.
of the extensive Loeb's ento right, are Mr. Weathers,
ment Security office there has a boilermaker fitter.
UNCF campaign for 1968.

William Loeb Gives
$1,000 To UNCF Drive

C
2
8

Accused Slayer Of MLK Will Get
Assistance From Public Defender

Skilled And Unskilled
Workers Are Needed

amage Suit Is Filed

In Killing of Student

•••

6

i'age
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DEFENDER

Final Regulations
On Gun Law Published

A PointOf View
Lest week 3 young proksWOW woman was asked what
dth Sewed about the action
group of people on 'y0
, In Memphis who marched
to the state *Were office,
staled a sit-in and said they
would remain until their de-

ruit

mends were met. Six mothers
and a sympathizer were arrested and later released '•
The young profesaielipl
man admitted she had sot devoted too rriticii --though to the
matter, but her first faetion was typical of many heard
in various (torten* Shp said
wiarde
she
being pureghsut
"their nervei

Taylor Added'
(Continued From Page 1)

After all, they: ,were on redaughter at 930 S. Wellington lief and living fl the expense
St., Apt. 17.
of taxpayers. "Beggars can't
be choosers," goes the old
A graduate of Father Ber- adage, and
certainly can't
trand High School, he is a' make demands.
senior majoring in English at
Memphis State University. He As she saw it, the welfare
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. C. recipients were acting like the
L. Taylor, Sr.„ of 347 W. Wal- man who begged for mosey
and then cursed the donor bedorf.
cause it was not as much as
Ferguson,
Commented Mr.
was expected.
"We are very happy that Mr.
Taylor is coming with us. We I didn't agree with the young
feel that he will be a valuable. woman. I indicated my agreeaddition to our news staff and ment with several questions.
will be alert to news situations One, are the people on rellief
as they develop in the Negro generally responsible for their
community."
situation? Two, has it been
clearly established -tat people
Mr. Taylor expects to be on relief do not want to work,
graduated from Memphis State that they dodge job opportuniUniversity in August.
ties?

Accused
(Continued From Page 11
Later in the hearing, Mr.
Foreman said that he is prepared to argue that someone
beside his client was committed to the assassination of Dr.
King. He said that he has
learned that a squad of federal
agents were assigned to Dr.
King to prevent his murder.

Whose fault is it when a
woman on relief has four or'
five children sharing her welfare check? Do people on wel-i
fare have a right to desirel
well as their needs? Does so-'
ciety owe anything to these
"displaced" and disadvantaged
th
surplus and
people? Are they
expendable?

NASHVILLE, — The publi-, and the sale is legal in bott
OUOU Of final regulations un- states A sworn statement in;
der the new Federal Gun Law prescribed form must be for,
was antiounced this week by
warded to the chief law en
the Internal Revenue Service foreement officer in the our
They appear in the Federal chaser's place of residence and
Register of Decefofwr 14 1968
be acknowledgeed by him
The new Gun Law does not Licensed collectors, who are
prevent sportsmen from buying
limited by the Gun Control Act
firearms and ammunition in
transactions in curios and
the states in which they re- to
in the regulaside. The sale and delivery relics, will „findfor dete-rinini
tests
die
tions
appliand
conform with State
whether a gun falls into
cable iotal laws.
category. The regulations a
In addition a retail purchase points out that clubs.
will usually have to be made in ing ammunition to be used
person and the buyer will have their premises In skeet, trap,
g activities
to show sufficient identifica- and target s
deAmOs
tion, such as a driver's license may de so .,w1
to establish his name, address license:, .T1r, eirithealtiee
'
also be forakbed to part%
and age.
pants under 18, thotith the n
The major restriction on jao prohibits sales o guns and
sales firlbe .new law forbids sounviitioo to =roe below
residents- lig.'we state from that age, such teamster not
buying firdarms, but not am- being considered a sale.
munition, in another state. One
important exception to this rule
'permits a resident of one
state to buy a rifle or shotgun,
but not a handgun, in an ad
jvent state if certain procedures are complied with.
The purchase can only be
made if the buyer's state of,
residence enacts legislation
_that permits it to take place
•

The Sweethearts Club of Fayetteville's graduate
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., enteriained reAtlents of Glad Haven Rest home
reentiy. Resident enjoyed songs and inspira-

tional words from the participants. Each resident was presented with some fruit and gifts of
clothing.

Save a bundle! 1
Lease trucks from
CARI, CARSON!

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
Virg.il Boyd At Annual Meeting are your very best buy in Memphis
Baked In Memphis by Atemphlons
rusher rushed dolly

to your big
Should they be liquidated by DETROIT — Of all the criti- Possible causes of the riot even included teaching them
Hogu• IL Knott supermarket for
starvation and want? Do chilmaximum freshn•ss.
challenges facing the world covered a broad range, he to read the names of colors and
dren whose parents are on wel- today, none is more pressing
how to count.
said, as did the programs
Mr. Foreman took exceptioa fare hzve a right to expect than the need to build a started, by Detroit businessmen Boyd said after the classes
better society for all people
to the remark that "someone Christmas presents? Or should
and
to promote better under- in it's aftermath. However, began a number of people bethey
be
denied
opportunity,
Rogue & Knott
court:'
is trifling with this
standing
among all men, Virgil the call for jobs seemed the gan showing up late or not
hope
and
food?
and added that he was preHamburger
E. Boyd, Chrysler Corpora- most pressing immediate prob- even coming at all. Instead of
pared to accept an apology at I think the answers to those tion president said
lem and the automobile indus- giving up, the Chrylser emhere
last
or
Hof Dog
any from Mr. Dwyer about questions and others go far week.
!ry responded immediately.
ployees who were teaching
the remark.
the classes sought out the peobeyond the individual respon- Boyd
made the observation -We practically defied any. ple to determine the reasons
Judge Battle remarked that sibilities and abilities of the as he was honored by the De- one who was unemployed not
'this is a most unusual case, average and general welfare troit Round Table of the Na- to take a job. In the course of they were late or staying away.
and as it goes along it gets recipient.
tional Conference of Christians providing this help, however. "The majority of our people
more unusual."
Society does owe these peo- and Jews at the 1968 Brother- some interesting new dimen- in the program had become
hood Award dinner in Cobo sions were added to the con- personally involved in it,"
He said that it was his under ple something. It is not enough Hall.
cept of corporate social re- ,Boyd said. ". .. this is where
standing that the writer. Wit- to measure them by middle
Boyd explained. the new dimension began to
class
standards.
The
old
say"It
is
a
very
special
honor
to
ham Bradford Huie, had con- .
Many of the people recruiters operate."
accept
this
award
Benjamin
Franklin
tonight,
on
ng
of
tacted the Hanes in Birmingencountered were literally unham to represent Ray for about .Early to bed and early behalf of all the men and employable, Boyd said. Many "The cooperation
between
women
at
Chrysler
Corporation
o
rise
make
4
a
man
healthy,
promises regarding magazine t
Northwestern High School and
& Knott
)
AFT
were
unable
to
sign
a
job
apwho
have
worked
toward
a
material, and that when Ray wealthy and wise" will do
Chrysler Corporation, where
Sa
plication.
Big
t
V
i
a
2r- ndwich Loaf aim
betterment
of
the
human
condinothing
to
alleviate
poverty,
each learns from and helps
discontinued the services of .
the Hanes, his source of fee Inadequate housing, lack of tions in our city," Boyd ysaid, "If these men wanted to be the other, is a good example 1
sharing
the
award
spotlight
work, book learning, poor
put to work, it wasn't a ques- of the dimensions of corporate
money ended.
health and technological un- with all Chrysler employees.
tion of whose responsibility social
responsibility," Boyd
He directed Atty. Hugh Stan- employment.
The Detroit Round Table ci- they were, but one of how to said.
Vogue & Knott
ton, Sr., to assist Mr. Foreman
tation said Boyd was present- get the job done," he said. to Package
The
vast
majority
of
people ed the award "in recognition of
"The purpose- of.-this yearin preparing the case, and
on
welfare
in
America
are
Chrysler
Corporation
We
Th•
Right
entered
R•serv•
old
project
is
to
establish
a
.•
1
told him to use the Public Dehis numerous contributions to
To Lirrit Quantities
fender's staff to get the case victims of a system whose,brotherhood and his valuable into an agreement with the lasting working relationship,
Real Meaty Smoked
Matured
knowledge of machines has services in our community."
federal government to begin using the facilities and experready for trial on March 3.
Us
No
1
outrun its ability to apply, Boyd assessed the actions an experimental program toAise of both the school and
5 to 7 lb. average
wisdom to the human factors taken by the auto industry, pm-train these people. This the company," Boyd said.
involved. There is bound to be Detroit's
largest
employer,
something wrong with a sys- following the 1967 riot.
DUCKS •
tem that spends billions of dolautomobile
industry.
lars to cross the empty space The
(Continued From Page 1)
between earth and the moon;said Boyd, is roving toward
Elementray. $26.50:
Norris. while spending only pennies'eliminating some of the root
$26; Southside, $37.50; Carpen- to fill the empty space in a causes leading to the riot.
10 LB. BA 0 490
maimiLifp
=
ia
"We are
most certainly
ter, $8, for a total of $23: baby's belly.
helping to gain the primary
Lester High. $10 for a total of
Riverview
$28;
Elemen- It is generally admitted that,objective as established by
tary, $40 for a total of $77.85: he amount of money repre- Tag UAW Detroit Page 1
Zipper Skin
Red Delicious
Kansas, $28 for a total of $250.'sented by the welfare check the riot studies — the narrow50, and Walker, $23 for a total in Tennessee is not enough ing of the income and producOf $202.55.
o satisfy the most basic needs tive gap between white and
doz
f the recipients.
1 b 250
non-white members of the work
The 'Miss UNCF` contest, But the community
has not force, and the elimination of
conducted on the LeMoyne- been generally concerned, or,
an arbitrary concentration of
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS
Owen campus, was won by maybe informed.
Why shouldn't!one group in the lower echelons
Miss Anita Austin, a senior, the welfare recipients
Red Express
call the , of our income distribution,"
and producte a total of $742.22. attention of their
H & K Pure Pork
3 lb. PKG
plight be Boyd said.
Checks from
downtown m arching, protesting and mak-:
The efforts made during
merchants, received at the ing demands?
the year f ollowing the riot, he
college, amounted to $469.75.
What does the community said, "ugsgest that the busi-;
Ford Road School of thew ant them to do—starve and ness community, far from beSliced
County School Teachers Divi.' die quietly? Now, is that the ing an efficient but impersonal
lb 190
sion, headed by R. J. Roddy, h uman thing to expect?
system of machines and techlb
reported $36.
What should the cornmuni- niques, is a community of,
General workers reported ty's answer be to the faces of men, and a strong determinant
9185.50, including $123 from to those
monthly
welfare of the society in which they
DEPARTMENT STORES
General Chairman Weathers. checks.
live."

-BUNS'

Bisk: 254

7t
BREAD
BROWN N SERVE
274
Ham
Red
• Hocks
Potatoes

Report Due

'We wish?,
You ac l/Ierty
fistmas...

9

Tangerines
230

Grapes

APPLES

Sausage $1.09
Pork Liver 15c

{

Pilsbory Extra Light

Hawiian Red

Biscuits
Punch

So full of
sunshine...

Tom
46 oz

4-Ti* vsgsh,

"I*144'
thanks for your

U end your family a hoortfolt
patronag• for accopting strarytco whoa
it wets good FOt blinglrlig 0 to our otter,foe wren
it
was loeldrig. We will continuo, as we have tn
'moray.
our sorotro, and to hrm g ygo it,. finstst quality merrharishoo at the lowest possibi• pricos rho boo of •vorything
P0 you. . from Works!

LIGHT RUM
...it calls for
glasses!

from allofus
at your
cliboloo departmentstore
WOOICO EASTGATE
1500 PARK AVENUE
WOOLCO SOUTHGATE . 1833 SO. THIRD STREET
WOOLCO GATEWAY . .3230 JACKSON AMIE
car14 lo A M.

Rim ra ranor sta

TO31 Or,TtIlf R

!MS TON 11.1%!,

Turkeysk

te

and all those you held dear Gm
;inciting and psyfuViltristmas season. We also
take this
epperhonity to wish everyone a wonderful healthy, prosperous and may we odd, a peaceful.Maw Year. May all
your dreams cease true.
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HGUE & KNOTT
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is estimated that as many as admitted". "All other patients
'one out of every five persons will, of necessity, be cared for
may be ill at the same timel at home. Therefore, it is imand hospitals may be over- portant that at least one memcrowded and probably only her of the family know how to
complicated cases could be give the nursing care needed".

'I‘ Red Cross Outlines
Hong Kong Flu Guide
compress on the head may
make the patient more
comfortable.

The Memphis Area Chapter
of the American Red Cross today offered several hints on
the treatment of "Hong Kong"
flu.

Avoid chilling the patient.
If not contro-indicated by a
history of non-tolerance, an
analgesic such as aspirin
may be given. ( Ask your
family doctor for specific
drug and dosage for var•
tote- age groups in the family)
Alton two or three daysfollowing fever before resuming regular activity.

According to Miss Tommye
Davis. chairman of the Chapter's Nursing Programs, the
illness has a sudden onset with
fever up to 103 to 104 degrees,
headache, • musclar soreness,
discomfort,
sometimes
and
sore throat or cough.

FABULOUS WIG STYLES
THAT COMPLIMENT
YOUR STYLE!

Miss Davis added, "T h e
Mrs. Childress also suggestlength of illness is us u a 11 y
three to five days with a per- ed that the patient be separatiod of 10 days to two weeks ed form the rest of the family
when a patient feels weak". and that techniques of hand- !
washing and safe disposal of
"The Red Cross urges that waste be practiced.

SUNDAY SCHOOL PAGEANT — "The Mood of
Christmas" was the theme
of the Christmas program
staged on Sunda), Dec. 15,
—

by the Sunday school de•
pertinent of Avery Chapel SME Church, and the
participants are seen here

as The Nativity scene is
enacted. The program was
written and directed by
Mrs. Mildred Horne, stand.

jog at left with Mrs. Ethel
Sampson and Mrs. Ruth
Williamson, members of
committee.
the program

Brenda Foster Gains Avery Children Stage
LeMoyne-Owen Crown IA Christmas Pageant
The
f i rst LeMoyne-Owen
campus queen since the mer
ger of the two colleges last
summer was crowned Saturday
night at a coronation ball
held in the King Cotton Hotel
ballroom.

Violence Gets Results, But May
End Democracy, Says Dean
IOWA CITY — Violence and, convince Congress to adopt violence itself., the dean sugdefiance of the law gets results,! open-housing legislation, legis- gested, referring to "Chicago-,
and that is one reason why,lation more than 100 years typ e riot control.- The "volthey are spreading, Dean Da- overdue.''
ume and intensity of violencel
vid H. Vernon of The Univer- Notwithstanding
short- is likely to increase" if police,
its
sity of Iowa College of Law has
run achievements, Dean Ver- are liberated from civilian con- 1
declared.
non stressed his opposition to trol of their actions, he said.
In support of his statement, violence.
"In the long run, it Vernon emphasized that the
Dean Vernon cited the Watts' cannot help but destroy democU. S. Supreme Court is not a
riot, which resulted in improvracy," he said."We are rapid- cause for the increase in pubed living conditions in that Losi Is, approaching
the point lic violence. He said data gathAngeles ghetto,
and violent, where a majority of our peo- ered in
the past several years
demonstrations
against
the! ple may opt for domestic
order has shown that Court decisions
Vietnam war, which were fol-!
at any price. Our traditional "have in no way hampered
lowed by President Johnson's liberties are
seriously endan- police work, and, in fact, may
decision not to seek re-elec- gered
by violence.''
have improved it by forcing
tion.
Factors other than success detectives to detect."
Vernon said Gov. George C. contribute
to the spread of vio- The dean noted. "Until quite
Wallpce of Alabama "may be lence and
defiance of the law, recently, our country has exthe best example we have of said Vernon.
One is -failure perienced a relatively low level
the success of those who defy to live up
to the American of public violmce. This is in
the law. He started on the road ideal," a
failure which has contrast to the level of private
to national prominence by re- been
noticed by American chil- law-breaking, which has tendfusing to obey the law. He forc- dren
and has led to their open ed to be quite high. Thus, ored the government to bring in rebellion,
he said. "I suggest ganized crime has flourished
U. S. marshals and to mass'
that we must either stop and its presence has not partroops to enforce the law in preaching
or start practicing." ticularly roused the American
Ala ba Ina.
Black extremists and cam- , people."
"He made his name break- pus radicals are
He said, "We should not,
motivated by
ing and defying the law. and'the feeling
they are helpless! overlook the fact that the illenow poses as the leader of the to
control their destiny, Ver- I gal take of organized crime in
forces of law and order at any non said, and "both groups
are a single week probably far exprice."
prepared to destroy what is ceeds in dollar volume all of
Vernon noted, "It took the good in our society in order to the property damage done in
death of Martin Luther King achieve the goal they seek." I all of the riots we have exand the riots that followed to A fourth cause of violence is perienced since we started ex- •
periencing riots.
' "Stedent seizures of university facilities have caused a
far greater outcry than have
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
the activities of organized
crime. And the public obviously is more concerned about
race riots than it is a bou t,
crimes in high places or the
fact that many landlords fail to
comply with health and housing.
codes
Vernon concluded. "I am I
convinced that in the long run
the eradication of social injustice is the only solution" to,
public violence and defiance Of
the law. "In the short run, we
!fsee some difficult times. And
11 am worried that the Ameri1 can public is not patient
enough to live through these
• times without a violent reac361 Ur' fl
52744'!
tion.
"Between those who are de2989 Su,nmer
manding such a reaction and
. 323-5594
those wliS are trying to provoke it, we have an extraordinarily explosive situation."
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PERMANENTLY CURLED
STRETCH WIG
Keeps shape — beautifuily
styled. Available in IS colors.

TA
I
MAKES YOU LOOK

the title to Miss Foster. She The "Moods of Christmas" The program was written
defeated a senior, Miss Kather- was the theme of the Christ- and airected by Mrs. Mildred
mas program presented at P. Horne. Mrs. Ethel Sampson
ine L. Turner.
Chapel A.M.E. Church and Mrs. Ruth Williamson
Avery
Miss Foster, a graduate
of Hamilton High School, is a, on Sunday, December 15, dur- were members of the program
junior at LeMoyne-Owen and ing the regular Sunday School committee.
a member of Delta Sigma Theta hour.
Mrs. Annette McField, the
Crowned was Miss Brenda Sorority and the National Honor The program was presented superintnedent
of the Sunday
Foster, the 'Miss LeNloyne- Society. She is the daughter of in two parts. Part I, "The Joys
School expressed great joy now
Owen College of 1969:
Mr. and Mrs. Booker T. Carr of' of Christmas," featured the that the spirit of Christmas
It was a colorful coronation, 145 South Barksdale.
very young children. There, has arrived at Avery.
with the Trade Marks on the
Miss Foster will represent' was Rudolph the Red Nosed!
bandstand. The 'Miss LeMoyne the college in Detroit next 1 Reindeer, The Night Before! Rev. Miller Peace is the
of 1968: Miss Joy Miller. a June al. a cabarama sponsored Christmas, and Old Santa him - 1 pastor of the church. R. J.
senior, crowned Miss Foster. by the Lefiloyne-Owen Alumni self wishing everyone a Merry, Kelly is chairman of PubliChristmas.
A campus wide vote gave Club of Detroit.
city.
Part II, "Meditation and Re- —
flection." told the story of the
birth . of Christ. This phase of
the program featured appropriate music by both the chil•
Ken Morris, director of UAW The text of Morris' telegram drens and Young
People's
Choir with the story narrated
Region 1-B, has sent telegrams follows:
by Mrs. Mildred P. Horne and
to Detroit Congressional leadpantomined by the members
ers in support of efforts to halt 'Support efforts to halt loca- of the Sunday School. Student
the location of nuclear missiles tion of nuclear missiles in the acted out the roles of Mary,
in the Detroit metropolitan Detroit metropolitan area or Joseph, the Shepards, and the
area. The wires were sent to
any other highly populated Wise Men, robed in royal
Sen. Philip A. Hart and to
splender.
'area.
Advocate full and open
representatives John Conyers
The stage setting and lavish
Jr., Lucien Nedzi, William ,hearings to publicly examine costumes added much to the
Broomfield and Jack McDon-Imerit of establishing sites in atmosphere and success of
ald.
!populous areas.
the program.

UAW Oppose Missile Site

persons who believe they are "Students in the Memphis
coming down with the illness and Shelby County secondary
call a physician, report the ill-, schools who have taken Red
ness, and be guided by his in- Cross Home Nursing courses
structions", Miss Davis added. have been taught this care and!
those who have Red Cross!
Nursing care of the patient Home Nursing textbooks should'
is the same as anyone with a; refer to them if a member of
communicable disease accorc1;1 their family should become
ing to Mrs. Lucille Childress,. ill", Mrs. Childress said.
director of Red Cross Nursing
Mrs. Childress added, -If an
Programs. She offered the following home care suggestions: epidemic of "Hong Kong" flu
should hit the community, it
Keep the patient in bed
while he has a fever.
•
Give plenty of fluids while
the fever lasts. (Minimum
of 1 quart per day
Give the patient a soft diet.
(Solt boiled eggs, soup 't ill ut•4/10
mashed potatoes etc.)
Keep people with colds,
sore throat, or other suspected communicable disease away from the patient.
AT YOUR DRUGGIST
A cooling bath or cold

Three sensational styles for all your
glamorous moods! Lady Champion Wigs
are the ultimate in beautiful hair '
creations for a particular way of life,
Chic, exciting, now! Made of the finest
quality synthetic hair and 100% human
hair, they are washable and durable.
Order today and take advantage of
Naturally shaped to emphasize
Natural beauty. lf, seven hair
shades, Jet Black, Off Black,
Dark Brown, Med. Brown,
Light Brown, Dark Auburn,
Med. Auburn.
In 100'.
r19
Human Hair, 4.,)

STYLED SHORTY WIG
Fine textured, High Quality 100°, Human
Heir. In 7 hair shades: Jet Black, Off Black,
Dark Brown, Med. Brown, Dark Auburn, Med.
Auburn, Weed Grey, FREE CASE with head form.
UNSTYLED
nn
SHORTY
a•WU
FREE BONUS!
A ZEBRA STRIPE CANISTER TO PROTECT
YOUR AFRO OR CURLY STRETCH WIG,

OLDER THAN YOU ARE

100470W/6a
get

BUY ALL THREE wigs at one tune and take advantage
of 1.
,
s exceptional say.ngs oopottunay.

Order All Three
$19.95 Styles.

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

I
s

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

t•

Moiwy Sect Ionia 10 tars ii retQr mid as feveised.

CHAMPION SALES
Dept. C • 20 East 53rd STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y. 10022
Please ship the following Lady Champion Wig(s).
COLOR
STYLE
COLOR
STYLI
@. 1515
0 AFRO-S.--- 1195 Cl SHORTY (Stvled)
013AS
0 SHORTY (Unstyled)
El AFRO WO°.
Human Hair ,....,..-- ...40 31,95 0 CURLY
015.IS535.00
50.00 0 Any 2 $19.95 Style!
0 All 3 $19.95 Stylrs .
71 ErecInsed find. DC'rck 0 Money Order for . ... S.-We pay shipping
71 COD. $500 clenos,t i mitred on each wig ordered. •

B H
INC.

Ave.

JusT*5000.
Sew $9.85

CHAMPION SALES • 20 East 53rd STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y. 10022

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS
CUSTOM

248 Vane*

COMPLETE

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

.Order Any Two
$1995 Styles.
Just $3500
SOW $4.90

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tionesta.
'YOU* Gopeoly Mobs Whet Vas Ask For Ansi
Creates Whet You Think or
awieeemelninlINS

EXTRA STAMPS!
USE THESE VALUABLE
COUPONS AT YOUR
FAVORITE ESSO CAR
CARE CENTER FOR
EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS!

0.1.14.1.M.siptss.a.vipi twigs's. imilmilz•trilvs.a.l

r
•14

TOP VALUE •
STAMPS
this coupon and $3.00 or more purchase at
THESE ESSO CAR CARE CENTERS
4597 Summer-246 Centto1-4157 Highway 51 So.
1890 So. Third-3151 So, P•rkins-2365 Froys•r, Blvd.
2346 Summer-751 So..Highland
(Expires January 1, 1969)

1 1 I I I 1 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
11.11 111r11111111
11111.11111111414111,

OR THIS
LI1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.11

;ft

TOP VALUE'
STAMPS
and$5.00ov more purchas• at
THESE ESSO CAR CARE CENTERS
459/ Summer-2462 Central-4157 Miohway 51 So.
3151 So. P•rk Ins-1890 So. Third-2365 Froyseir Blvd.
2346 Summer-751 So. Highland
(Expires January 1, 1969)
with this coupon

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111e

CAR CAR CENTER
Berciair

4597 Summer
at Perkins
-Phone 883-6397

Cntiui
Avenue

Whitehaven

2462 Central
Avenue
across from
'crirgrounds
Phone 324,5579

4157 litohwcry
51 South at
Raines Road
Pipe'306-6124

;
Shoppina
Center
1890 South
Third atiklz
Phone 948-0419

Fro yser

3151 S. Perkins
at KnightAiwntlIN
Philtio36i-3800

236 Frcryser
Blvd.
ert Mt. Terrace

Phone 358-1782

Summer

Parkway

Highland
Carnes

2346 Summer
Ave.at
Parkway
Phone 458-2433

751 S. Hiohkeld
at Carnes
Phone 4534126
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prise are indeed compatible."

Woolworth Sell Harlem store
In Unique Sale-And-Leaseback

Today's announcement comes
more than a year after Woolworth announced it had, acquired property in the heart of
Harlem's business district as
the first step in building one of
Its largest dominant stores in
the state of New York, The
property overlooks the site of
a multimillion dollar state office building and cultural cen
ter.

NEW YORK — F. W. Wool- firm of Carter, Berlind and development combining black
ownership and community benworth Co. has announced a Weill, Inc.
unique sale-and-leaseback ar- "The participants have engi- efit so that Harlem and its
rangement that will transfer neered a landmark in the re- citizenr can have the pride
ownership of one of its major form of land ownership in dis- of participating in their own
destores in Harlem to black citi- advantaged
n e I ghborboods," growth and development,"
zenship, with the objective of Dr. Wyatt Tee Walker, mini- clared Mr. Jones, speaking for
benefits to the entire Harlem ster of the Canaan Ba pti s t the purchaser.
community.
"Woolworth has been exemChurch, declared.
This was achieved through
plary in its management and
TRUSTEES
NAME
TO
the combined efforts of a
named by the employment policies in Hargroup of social, financial and Trustees to be
Dr. Walker; Rob- lem and across the nation," he
black leaders including Harlem church are
counsel of added. "Now, by encouraging
general
Carter,
ert
Freedom Associates; Carter,
Clark, the proposal of black citizens,
Mamie
Berlind, and Well, Inc., invest- the NAACP; Dr.
MILWAUKEE, Wis. —(UN)
of North- Woolworth is extending to the
director
executive
ment bankers; the Equitable
Willie m Harlem community an oppor• — At the end of the current
Rev.
Center;
side
Life Assurance Society and
semester there will no longer
Ministerial Inter- tunity to enjoy the benefits of
the American Federation of James of the
be any Negro students at Ohsproperty
ownership
in
a
way
Faith Association; Roy Innis,
Musicians.
kosh State University, a
executive director of CORE; that has never been tried be- spokesman for the
remaining
The entire project, When Livingston Wingate, executive fore."
completed, will be valued at director of the New York Ur- James F. Oates, Jr., chair- 19 Negroes said Sunday.
more than $2 million. It in- ban League; Ned. W. Thomp- man of the Equitable Life AsMiss Pay Graham, a junior
from Milwaukee, said the
volves property located at 208- son, chairman of the church's surance Society, said:
220 West 125th Street. The land board of trustees; Rev. Ivor "We must not overlook the 19 would follow through on
and completed store is being Moore, minister on Walker Mem- human aspects of today's ur- their threat made Dec. 13 to
sold to newly formed Harlem orial Baptist Church, and the ban situation, and it is grati- quit if the other 94 Negro stuFreedom Associates. The rent- Rev. Earl Moore, minister of fying and significant that this dents on the campus were explan announced today, in addi- pelled Friday by the state uni•
al income enabled the purchas- St. Paul Baptist Church.
er to finance the project.
Robert C. Kirkwood, Wool- tion to affording the benefits because of their grades.
First-mortgage financing of worth chairman, said, "the of community ownership, will
Ninety of the 04 were ex$1,575,000 was provided by the plan to present the land to the create many new jobs for the
pelled Friday by the taste uniresidents
of
Harlem.
Equitable Life Assurance So- community through trusteeship
versity board of regents after
ciety as part of its participa- of the Canaan Baptist Church "Full participation by the three days of
disciplinary hearpeople
to
be
helped
by
these
tion in the . billion-dollar inner- gives the Harlem community
concerning
a rampage that
ings
city investment program of a piece of the action by estab- investments — irrespective of did heavy damage to the adthe life insurance industry. Ad- lishing black ownership woifththiits their race, color, creed or cir- ministration building of
the
cum stance — is always most
ditional mortgage financing is very valuable property
Campus
Nov.
21.
important,
being provided by the Ameri- income eventually flowing
toljecttheralanbenefificiartieg
his evpern
ocan Federation of Musicians. the benefit of the entire comtually will be Harlem and its
Harlem Freedom Associates
Woolworthmunity:1'
NEED INSURANCE?
said it plans to convey the land
has been working people."
to the Canaan Baptist Church, with a number of Negro-owned l Herman Kerlin, president of
CALL
132 West 116th Street, and that manufacturing companies, he. the American Federation of
the church will appoint a com- said, to help them attain the Musicians, praised the objecCLAYTON ELAN
mittee of black citizens as trus- quality, uniformity and large. tives of the project and the
tees to advise on the use of scale merchandise production spirit in which the participants
AUTO-HOME-BUSINESS
the future income for all of needed for mass distribution worked out the details and said
MONTHLY TERMS
Harlem. Harlem Freedom As- by large retailers. Several have "the ability of business and lasociates is a limited partner- become important suppliers of bar to become partners in a
ACE INSURANCE
ship composed of a cross-sec- the Woolworth Co.
, common undertaking of this
tion of black citizens from vari2023 MADISON
SIGNIFICANT
kind is proof that social reous walks of life, and officers
DEVELOPMENTsponsibility, human dignity,'
274-4418
of the investment banking "Today marks a significant' and our system of free enter-'

All Blacks To
Leave Oshkosh
In January

COG1C
Bishop
newly
bishop
God in

CALL MEET —
J. 0. Patterson,
elected
presiding
of the Church of
Christ, is seen ad.

dres‘ing some of the 200
bishops, pastors and superintendents from across the
nation who came to special
call meeting held here last

COGIC Churchmen Here
For Specical Meeting
In a special call meeting to for 500 additional automobiles,
the headquarters of the Church and tne relocation of body of
of God in Christ at 938 Mason the church's founder, the late
st., some 200 bishops, pastors Bishop Charles Harrison Mason
and the national supervisor of from the vestibule of the
the women came last week temple to chapel to be conafter being summoned by tructed in the temple.
Bishop J. 0. Patterson, Sr., Among
appointments
the
newly elected presiding bishop made at the call meeting were
of the church.
Elder Roy Wimbush of LouisiBishop Patterson was given ana from editor-in-chief of the
a standing ovation by the as- Sunday School literature to
sembly after he announced his president of the national pubproposed $100 million budget, lishing board, and Hugha Terfor the 1969 fiscal year for the ry of MemphIs from assistant
Church of God in Christ.
manager to general manager'
The new budget will include of the publishing house.
finances for the
church's Special commissions are to
school, renovation of the na- be given to the 12 members of
tional headquarters — Mason the General Board of Bishops
Temple, expansion and im- made at a Special General Asprovement of the parking sembly to be held in Memphis
facilities to allow for space April 15-17.

about plans for the fiscal
year 1969 and the $100 million budget.

week at the church headquarters in Mason Temple.
Bishop Patterson told the
churchmen
assembled

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162-164161 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
-NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL 14 64450

READ MY AMAZING STORY, THE STRANGEST OF ALL
SAYS:
MR. WALTER WILSON
8718 S. BISHOP St „ CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Shop Big Star..
"Where You're
• Always
Among Friends"

I came back dying with a
strange malady, from active
service In Korea. The army
sent me to Tuskege• Veterans'
Hospital for 13 months. I had
the finest medical attention.
Yet I grew worse. I became
discouraged and asked to be
.discharged. Yet I became even
worse, a living skeleton, and
had to be readmitted. After four
months they sent me to a medical sp•cialist in Hin•s Veterans Hospital where they tried
t a diagnose my case But
couldn't. I was dying a slow
Oath. Yet I wanted to IIVC to

raise my four children end be
w 1th my wife. SO I turned to
Mr. Waif*? Wilson
prayer.
I went to see REV. COSTONIE about whom I had heard so much.
He prayed for me and advised me. At once by fallowing this man's
Instructions and way of prayer I recovered completely. And In two
weeks, I was working. REV. COSTONIE also helped m• to regain
my sayings which had been spent on hospitals. Mil gave me sound
advice en how te get a home and I listened. My family end I now
own a beautiful hem• In a nice neighborhood.
Don't hesitate, write this God-sent nion et 927 rest 47th Street,
Chicago, Illinois 60653, regardless of your problem, or cell for on
appointment at WA 4.4969.

FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
927 E. 47th STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653

"fad Wiefte
*aa 114•444
Receecte
Zutaty StamA4
A

•

QUALITY

STAMPS
-.'•

Tommy Grant
GIFT FROM BANK —
Maurice Williamson holds
the $100 reward he received last week from First
National Bank of Memphis for part he played in

helping capture two bank
robbtry suspects. With him
are Herb Lamar, center,
manager of the
bank,
and Tom Taylor.

Prizes Given At Entre
Nous Bridge Meet
Mrs Carrie M. Scott enter- a small tapestry handb"%; Mrs.
tained the Entre Nouse Bridge Helen Bowen, a traveling card
Club for the month of Novem- set; Mrs. Lucille Scott, a pocber, and selected the Universal ket secretary. and Mrs. Arand
Life cafeteria for her Thanks- Taylor, a cigarette lighter.
giving meeting. Mrs. Jana
Guests entertained by the
Porter served in her usual elab.
orate style, carrying out the hostess, who also vied for club'
prizes, were Mesdames Garrie
theme of the season,
Prize w inner s we r e Gossett, Bernice Howard, BerMrs. Frances Hassell, a tapes- tha Johnson, Barbara Atkins,
try bag; Mrs. Gerrie Goasett,,1 and Lila Dumas.

SEE
TOMMY GRANT
FOR YOUR
TRANSPORTATION
NEEDS
Tommy Grant, one of Memphis' outsterndino salot•
men, wishes to express his appreciation end thanks
to his many friends and customers. He invites YOU
to coos see him...You'll Go First Chills...All the Wily!

New Cars! Used Cars!
Trucks,too!
S.

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

1968
DEMONSTRATORS

Over 20 1968 Impala 2-door
Hardtops with air condi.
tioning and Power options
Low mileage and under
warranty.

Impala and Caprice Hard.
tops and Sodons...most
with air conditioning and
other wantod options.
Cie* huts hirol

1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

CAR WASH $125
$ A.M.-6 PM.
of Sim Si PS
trt,b1

I

t•

m

Monday
thru
Friday

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100 Summer at Baltic

Favorite
Gift
Stamp
0f
MidA inerica
THE LOCATIONS
MEMPHIS

REDEMPTION CENTERS
1451 UNION AYE.
1957' SO. THIRD STREET
1784 FRAYSED BLVD.
725 N. WHITE STA. RD.

866 S. WHITE STA. RD.

CREDIT APPROVED BY PHONE BANK FINANCING

4220 S. BELLEVUE

UNION

All Redemption Centers
Are Closed on Mon. Days

2200 LAMAR
324 3611

CHEVROLET

OPEN 11All TO BP M
TUESDAY MU SATURDAY

Just about the only thing
not sold there is iron; the
market was so named for the
gingerbready metal construction used a century ago, when
it was built at the order of
PrEsicient Hippotyte to shelter
the peasants who bartered
their goods.
Its merchandise Ls almost

limitless. The booths outside
sparkle with tinware—e very
special craft for the thrifty
Haitians, who transform empty tin cans into shimmering
chandeliers, and all manner
of decorative objects.
Inside the Iron Market are
hundreds of little stalls Shoemakers beg to make sandals

Now, really, daddy, this aint my thing, you dig. But with Christmas approaching and all that, how about a fiver for a guy whose wife is out of
work.

SOME ARE LIKE THAT

Haiti is gay, gentle, carefree people; spectacular water
and lovely beaches; exciting
music and merry entertainment.
But Haiti's bargains in arts
and crafts are one of the chief
reasons for visiting that delightful country And the action beguts in the Iron Market.

as well as the crazy-quilt of
surrounding shops which have
grown up around it in downtown Port-au-Prince.
And the prices? Even the
asking price is absurdly low—
and that's just about twice
what the vendor expects to get
for it.
Only in Haiti can a jewelbox worthy of holding the
crown jewels of Europe be
purchased for $2.

—
TURBAN
AFRICAN
Mrs. Christina Ajayi, from
Lagos, N i geria deniesstraits just how to wrap a
turban on Miss Erma Lee
the
of
Laws, Sponsor
Memphis Chapter Co-Ettes
Club, Inc. The Memphis

Co-Ettes tenth annual charity ball to benefit the United Negro College Fund will
praise Afro-American heritage. Many adult guests
will be present to witness
the brilliant dance.

woodencandle-holders,
PRETTY Eugenia Foxworth of for
New York, an airline steward- ware, and some of Haiti's
ess and model, looks over the %-amed primitive paintings.
bargains in Haiti as she shops

on the spot. Women thrust statues—'.'It's made by my brother, Sir" —under the nose of
the visitor. Painters daub oils
onto canvas or board, hurrying to hang the finished
works of art above their stalls
to dry so their 'life work' can
be sold the same day.
Mahogany trays, tiered
taberneau
tables, carved
plaques, wooden tableware —all
are found in the Iron Market

The Art & Craft Of The Haiti Iron Market
SET

ACTORS: DICK
BLACK
WILLIAMS ACTING WHITE
PSYCHOLOGHT

This is another in a continuing serieb of articles On
different actors' reactions

to the large number of
Black actors on TV this
season. Today we hear from
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SOUL

TR1 sT 1TE DEFENDER
FROM

CHRISTMAS

Dick Williams, who recently
completed a co-starring role
with Sidney Pottier in "The

SOUL

OF

Lost Man" and is now starring is the hit play. "Big
Time Buck White," in New

SET

SOULFUL SET

MERRY

4
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THE STAFF
, OF
THE TRI+STATE DEFENDER
WOULD LIKE
TO
THANK YOU FOR •
YOUR FRIENDLINESS
DURING THE PAST
YEAR.

May We Extend To You
Our Warmest Greetings
And
Good Wishes For
Happiness
And Prosperity
All
Through
The Coming Year.
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SINGS WITH 'SOUL'

Eloise Lewis Is
'Boss' Of Nassau's
Big Night Life
NASSAU, Bahamas — Next
to Troy's Helen and Coventry's
Lady Godiva, the female revolutionaries might well include
Nassau's Eloise.
This buxom lass may not
have launched a single ship
or rode unclad down anybod'ys
avenue, but when she grabs a
guitar and belts out her dissatisfaction with her "Pretty
. Boy," no one begrudges her a
place next to the world's daringest women.
The natural Musical prowess
of Nassau's First Lady of Calypso Song is underlined by
, the fact that musical history
nowhere records' a woman taking on the job of interpreting
the islands' own rhythmic beat.
Calypso has always been the
exclusive domain of the men of
these parts.
Having plucked a guitar ever
since she could lift one, Eloise
has finally crashed the song
barrier and is to d a y r a ted
among the top night club entertainers in the Bahamas.
Night after night theu long
seek Cadillacs crammed with
tourists pull up in front of the
famous "Drumbeat Club" and
dispatch the hundreds who will
later leave with the unmistakable impression that they
have been in on a happening.
Singing against a background
comprising chiefly the tintinnabulation of Berkley "Peanuts" Taylor on the tripledrum set, Eloise ha s been
known to simulate the sounds
of agitated sparrows, distressed
Juliets and disembodied bacchanals. Yet she leaves no
doubt whatever that she is 200pounds of woman, with tears
to boot.
She has been entertaining
tourists for the past 20 years,
but before now had been regarded as simply another soprano. Today even the most
unyielding of island calypsonians are hailing the name of
Eloise as Lady Calypso.
"It used to be hard," she
says. "For the nightclub owners, hiring me was sort of like
investing in desert real estate."
She sat in her dressing-room
at the "Drumbeat," idly picking her guitar and listening for
the brass fanfare to summon
her onstage.
"Sometimes I worked, sometimes I didn't," she said. "But
I knew I had to stick it out —
I've been singing ever since I
was ehaven years old.''
"Why do you sing Calypso
when that beat has sort of been
reserved for men?" she was
asked.
"Who reserved it?" she asked.
Peihaps the men reserved it
themselves, or those who visit
the nightclubs or buy recordings, but audiences from New
Jersey to Las Vegas and from
Ontario to St. Petersburg have
all but broken down doors to
hear Eloise each time she
comes to town.
She was born Eloise Lewis
35 years ago in Nassau. Her
father and two brothers were
dancers and guitarists, and her
mother was a private school
teacher.
"I'm afraid Mama was outnumbered," she mused. "I was
born with what it's now lashionable to call 'soul'."
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ORTF. Paris. Produced by
Jean-Christophe Averty with

Avory P. Devi,
9-00 A.M. Mo 1:00 P.M.
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Educational Television presentation. A production of
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Designed to evoke the personality and familiar world of
the French entertainer, the
program features Montand is
a wide variety of guises as be
sings, dances, and clowns his
way through 17 musical numbers.
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NET producer: Tom Skvia.

What Color

Knows Not

Santa Claus

Yves," an Richardsos's "S a n ctsarY,"
"Happy New
hour-long song-and-dance spec- "Let's Make Love" with Marilyn Monroe, "My Geisha"
tacle star-ring Yves
Mon- with
Shirley
MacLaine,
tand ,will be broadcast on NET "Aimez vous Brahma." and
Festival Sun., Dec. 29 5:00 "La Guerre eat Fiat."
p.m. and Wed., Jan. 1 at
4:30 p.m. on Channel 10. •

Happy New Yves On-10

Dick Sanders. Directed by
A v e rty.
Jean-Cbristophe

Happy New Yves-Net's French Spectacle

NET FESTIVAL — "Happy
New Yves" is a National

Wks gad
7800 P.M. tip 1240 A .M.

Al P•rkint
3,00 P.M. 40 7:00 P.M.

The East Side Voice et InMany of the songs are by
his friend French poet Jacques dependent Detroit (ESVID),
Fret/eft but the program fea- a militant black organkaeon,
tures such favorites as "Just Will hold - four community
Christmas activities, says, diIn
Time,"
"Mac
the
Knife,"
and "Somebody," There are rector Frank Dies.Members of the organisation
also humorous skits including
the Elaine May—Mike Nichols will use three Santa Clauses
"The Telegram" (with the to entertain inmates at Wayne
voice of Mrs. Montand, Si- County Jail and petioles at
mone Signoret). Montand is Children's and Detroit Mehospitals os Mistimes
accompanied by the Dirk San- modal
day.
ders Ballet.
A Christmas party was held
The program, a French im- for the eastside youngest, at
port, was produced and direct- 9:00 a.m., Saturday, Dee, 21,
ed by Jean-Christophe Aver In the Admiral Theater, 1111111
ty (whose awards include a Mack, Ditto said.
Members of the Political
1964 I n temational Emmy).
It incorporates many special Actka ' Progress (PEP) of
electronic effects and the dra- ESVID will participate
the
activities.
matic use of black and white.
PEP, which has Its ewe
junior .governmeat and LOSS
members, is dad/Mid I. aye
ghetto youths lb. Willy to
use politics as a tool kr add
change.

Yver Montand is world famous as a star o f theater music
hall, recordings, !Um, and television. His screen credits include Dassin's "La Loi," Tony
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By Diggs Dafrooth
WASHINGTON — A serious feeling of foreboding hangs over Capital Hill as black Democrats
fast come to the realization that the GOP is moving
in. Dispite published pledges of not removing "but a

Subscriptlon rates: One year, $6; six months,
$3.50, (2-year special Subscription rate $10) The Tri-State Defender Does
Not Take Responsibility for
uniolietted Manuscripts or Photos. Published
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few" of the old guard, it is becoming apparent that
there are more Negro Republicans waiting in the
wings than many expected. Bob Brown, who, at this

Under'Act of March 2, 1879.

National Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.

point would seem to be the one closest to the seat of
power was recommended to Nominee Nixon by Clarence Townes who, at this writing, seems to be the

Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Ares

farthest away. Townes, operating from the National
Committee slot, felt that Nixon needed an image
aboard his plane and recommended Brown. He got
Brown's name from Ted Brown, the Afro-American
Leadership conference specialist. Now Brown — Bob,
that is, — is in and Townes is out. .. Nixon's camp
is sensitive over repeated published reports that his

Urban League's New Look
The inability to adjust themselves
to the mood and material requirements
of the black masses, especially the slum
dwellers, accounts much for the ineffectiveness of the leadership of the
conservative black civil rights organizations. rheir _wait-and-see atitude, their
eagerness to compromise so as to get
what they can without drying up their
sources of financial support, have caused
much injury to the Negro cause.
What must be recognized is that
subsidized Negro leadership will never
be free enough to promote a full scale
crusade, no quarters given, on behalf
of the race. Black leadership cannot
serve two masters: white overlords and
Negro freedom.
The New York Urban League
seems to have learned this lesson in its
new orientation toward means and
method of working out the problems of
the ghetto.
The League has just launched a
$2,000,000 program with a view to giving economic, social and political support to projects that will help meet the
needs of local communities. As a first
step to this end, the League has made
grants to 21 of its local chapters for
self-help.
In announcing the projects, Whitney M. young, Urban League executive
director, said that "It is quite clear now
inevitable.
that confrontations are
Given the mood, the status of the
ghetto, we are going to have confrontations."
But he hastened to add that he
was not using the term in its radical
sense. "The question is," he said. "are

we going to help ghetto dwellers to become constructive, or are there just
going to be shouting matches. The
Urban League would like to help local
communities identify and document
their needs and permit them to come
together with the establishment to articulate these needs."
This sort of confrontation, by
obvious necessity, calls for basic institutional reform. Which means that
of short of being violent and arrogant.
the reform must deal with actualities
in their nakedness and translate them
in blunt social terms.

cabinet is all white and without either Negro or Jew.
Yet it does contain two members of the Morman
Church, which excludes Negroes in the higher echelons of the priesthood and to add insult to injury, the
Morman Tabernacle choir will sing at the inaugural.

MY VIEW

Full Integration By 1969

Mr. Young's academic training
and professional experience give him a
deeper insight into the manifold problems of the black community than his
conservative contemporaries. He knows
the mood of the handicapped black
masses their expectations and frustrations. And he has minced no words in
telling the white folk what they must
do to avoid slum uprisings and incidental destructions.

TIPPING THE SCALES: The retention of Walter Washington as mayor of the District has done
little to ease the nerves of the District's employees.
The word is that Washington will remain, but the
)ower base will be shifted from his grasp. Washington doesn't know this, but insiders say that the
Southern bloc which did not succeed in ousting the
competent mayor, had been assured a stronger role
in local government. Whether or not Washington
will stand for such a usurpation of power remains to
be seen. He doesn't have to stay. His talent is wanted
in a dozen places . . .When Calvin Banks finishes
staffing the Model Cities agency here, he will probably draw upon his longtime NAACP experience.
Banks, who served a number of years with the association before entering government, is seeking the
assistance of some top flight people for high level
posts. He could make a top running agency of Model
Cities for D. C.

' majority of the schools in the nation
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
We are paying the price. We drag- are still segregated. What would have
ged our feet after the May 17, 954 de- been the situaion if President Eisencision of the United States Supreme hower, had given leadership in favor of
Court. It took a year for the Supreme desegregating the schools immediately
Court to tell how the decision was to after the decision? Nobody can answer
be implemented. It was left to the U.S. with precision, but it is clear that the
Disrict Courts to see to it that the de- President muffed the ball. Now Presicision was implemented. Afer the deci- dent-Elect Nixon said in his campaign
speeches that enforcement should be
sion, the Presileft up to the states. This, too, endent of the UnitUnlike the more conservative Necourages the South to barely shuffle
ed States made no
gro leader, Young has no fear of the
along.
comment. He nevblack power movement. He is astute
And yet, on September 24, the
enough a student of social change to
er said a mumblUnited States Fifth Circuit Court of
ing word about
know that the way out of the racial
Appeals handed down a decision saying
dilemma is via economic independence
the
responsibilithat all southern schools that have only
ties of the school
and political strength.
Negro students "must be integrated or
boards and the
abandoned" by September of 1969.
White America must be told that
THISA AND THATA: If Franklin Williams goes
states to move
We have played with the Court's In as head of San
either it must help the black man atFrancisco State College as rumored
forward with disdecision so long that we are impotent to
tain his economic emancipation or else
patch to deseweek,
last
it
will
mean a victory for Carlton Goodget desegregated schools. How will the
watch a desperate, angry and hngry
gregate
schools.
,federal court get this done, for exam- lett, the SF publisher who has been active in the
people, sweep everything out of its way
ple, in a city like Washington, D. C., hassle on the west coast campus. Williams, a former
mad
rampaging,
onrudh
of a
like the
The South took
411
where, I hear, Negroes make up most west coast NAACP field representative, has been an
river.
this to mean that
Benianin Mays
of the enrollment in the school sys- ambassador and now heads a special urban studies
Eisenhower was against the decision tem? Nixon doesn't believe in bussing group. Goodlett, who may or may not have sponsored
and, therefore, on the side of the South. Negro students from one school to an- Williams, is certainly on a friendly basis. It could
Silence had to mean that the President other.
ingratiate Carlton with some of the more active milihad grave misgivings about the deciSuperintendent Letson of the At- tants who, at one time, marked the controversial
sion. Seeing the attitude of the Presi- lanta (Georgia) Public School system published for extinction . . . Geno Garner has run
dent, Southern governors met; and the is quoted, in THE ATLANTA CON- afoul of the law here with his daily newspaper.
financial aid.
An unlightened electorate in that attitude advanced by them caused local STITUTION, as saying, "We have many Wanna bet he'll beat the rap? ... The smart money
state sends to Washington Representa- boards that had meant to set in motion schools that are all-Negro. We have , boys are saying that after the 20th. 0E0 is going to
tives and Senators who, though extend- a program to desegregate to change many schools that were all-white last be broken up and parcelled out to labor, HEW and
ed tenure, achieve committee chairman- their minds, and some set out to find year that will be almost all-Negro next HUD. There has been rumblings to this effect for
ships and other fulcrums of power en- ways and means of blocking the imple- Year. What will they do in' Washing- months around here, but the Democrats never let it
abling them to impede social progress mentation of the Court's decision.
ton, D. C., where Negro students make happen . . . When will Ed Brooke stop running inwhich
So,
aids
after
educational
fourteen
years,
the
vast
the
up
95 percent of the school system?
terference for the new administration?
and to block
intelmore
of
election
might lead to the
ligent Missisippi legislators.

Slow Social Progress
Health, Education and Welfare
Secretary Wilbur Cohen pointed out
during the course of a news conference
that the social progress of the past
eight years has not kept pace with the
growing needs of the people who are
deeply affected by the cultural lag in
our social system.
some arresting
He presented
statistics. New York State, he said,
spends $912 per child on education,
spends '$335 per
while Mississippi
child. Moreover, he pointed out, the
federal government could, and would,
do much more than it is doing to redress this imbalance through federal
grants-in-aid Were it not for the fact
adamantly resists
that Mississippi
for Negro chiltreatment
of
equality
wisely and justCongress,
dren which
of federal
condition
ly, has made a

Here is one of the embarrassing
cavities in the education program to
which Mr. Nixon's task force under
chairman Alan Pifer, president of the
Carnegie Corporation, might direct its
attention. Equality in education is not Dear Editor:
only sustained by the 14th Amendment The followers of such Southto the Constitution, but is vouchsafed erners as Strom Thurmond
by the fundamental law of progress in and even some Northerners
a free society.
like the gangsters m Cicero, Ill.

Radcliffe Yields To Students

BACKDOOR STUFF: Look for Pat Monyihan
to call most of the shots in the District. Named as
an urban specialist with the White House, Monyihan
is not going to have any impact on HUD where Gov.
I Romnev is going. The Michigan governor is far too
dent-Eleet Nixon that controls' Negro has not materially strong to permit any dabbling or control from any
be immediately placed on the changed. If anything, it has Urbanologist — even one attached to the White
worsened.
inflationary trends of the naHouse . . . There is also fear here that Spiro T. Ag
tion's economy which would For this reason, I feel that
posiely mean that unemploy- absolute militancy is the only new will have something to say about District
ment rolls in the nation would course that the Negro can take. doings. It's not confirmed, however. . . Hobart Tayrise
by 2/
1
2 millions.
lor joined Vice President Humphrey and the Presi
union
crafts
and Ohio labor
Poor whites and many other
leaders are secretly hoping
dent with a bout of the flu. Humphrey was on the
A U. S. Dept. of Comand praying that the Second merce and Security Exchange minority groups such as Indiwest coast sick and missed the reception for LBJ
Reconstruction will start with Commission survey says ans. Spanish-speaking people,
the New Year and the Nixon' creating more unemployment those who live in Appalachia, and Hobart was here in bed . . . Louis Martin isn't
Administration.
is not at all necessary since and even millions of whites talking, but the big speculation around the DemoAlready vice-President-Elect big corporations in the nation who lives in the surburbs, are cratic National Committee is whether or not Larry
Spiro Agnew has told a Mayor's have a program of Use billions all in the same boat.
O'Brien will remain or staY. Many feel that O'Brien
Conference that federal alloca- in plant expansions, some of
.will
help the party if he stays oh. Louis replacement
in
Negroes
aid
will
them
into
1969.,
They
the ghettos, for
tions to community-action provalues
set
of
new
a
that
seeing
'hasn't
been finalized, but diacount ghose stories about
drastically
grams will be cut
President Johnson also warnsuffering will
under the new administration ed in a speech that any more in which human
Dukes.
He's definitely going
Ofield
.
rich
and the President Nixon and unemployment will b ring not be tolerated so that

Igriwo

"I am here, and the statement I wish
to make is written to indicate to you
how deeply concerned I am and how
important I think it is to increase the
be favor giving outright grants
number of black students at Rad- of Federal monies to the individual states to use as they see
cliffe."
fit.
The statement was accepted immediately with thanks by a spokesman The nation's Mayors of the
rightly
are
for the girls. Meanwhile, Brown Uni- central cities
most states
that
alarmed
versity in Providence, R. I., announced which are dominated by the
that it would devote $1.1 million over rural areas and the suburbs
there years to improve the lot of Ne- will end up getting much less.
end appropriations for central
The president of the college, Mrs. groes there.
cities problems which now alMary Bunting stepped into the crowdready threaten the very exis
The trouble is that American col- tence of the nation.
ed lobby of the college's administration building and read a conciliatory leges and Universities have been too
There is also the Business
statement on the steps she was order- slow in recognizing that they are not Council's recommendations to
in steps with the march of social events. President Johnson and Presiing to increase Negro enrollment.

Some of the student revolts on
college and university campuses have
achieved desirable results. They have
brought about needed changes in both
administrative and tutorial practices.
After a seven-hour-sitting at Radcliffe,
one of the celebrated colleges for women in Cambridge, Mass., the students
won their demands for increased Negro
enrollment and a change in admissions
policy.

ill@ EDI D©1

corporations and individuals
may pile up massive amounts
The outlook for 1969 therefore of wealth is the accepted

chaos to this nation

on the surface appears omin- norm.
ous.
There will only be a Second
dead
Already, the Southern Chris- Reconstruction over the
many millions of
tian Leadership Conference's' bodies of
"Poor Peoples Campaign" is Americans.

talking of renewed national de- There's going to be a revolumonstrations on the plight of tion of an economic nature in
the poor beginning in Jan- this patina, whether anybody
uary
likes it or not. It can come
wise
Another survey says that for peacefully, through
all of the propagandizing about planning by those presently in
"some Negroes" getting "some power, or it can be violent
meaningful jobs," in reality
JAMES MURPHY,
the over-all condition of the

IDLE CHATTER THAT MATTERS: Simeon
Booker wants the world to know that he isn't going
to the White House. In order to put down the stories,
once and for all, he leveled off at the Nixon administration with a full feature in Jet magazine last week.
Nixon named Bob Brown, a registered Democrat to
the White House, but it is entirely unlikely that he
could take Booker following his b. lined blast . . .
Look for Booker to slide into the broadcasting field
before long as a sideline. Remember SOU saw it here
first . . . The District's three black electors met and
east their votes for HHH.
,
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Giant Rugged Construction

Plastic Trucks a
3 to choose from — stake, tow, and dump

reg. 19.97

tt$
16.

3/1.00

salt' Price

• omp. value
39.97
Now, you can start your youngsters off with truly professional
equipment, at a pricer that's
unusually low! Includes: bass
drum, snare drum, torn torn,
cymbal, professional Mylar"
drum heads and many more
terrific features! By Itemco"
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Standard long needle upswept tree. Medium
hard needles. Available in green (shown) and
white. 110 permanently attached branches.
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Santa Claus
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Make flowers, nionsters and many more
trightful things — decorations. Knit contains heating unit, molds, tray and book etc.

Illuminated
•

/Snowman

wr.-.14. COUPON
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LAPAZUMILWAILIM?
Green cord. Assorted, steady burning colors only: red,
blue, green, yellow. Six spare lamps packed with each set.
U.L. listed for outdoor or indoor use.
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Outdoor Set
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Spiroman
sale Price
3.97

All green 32' tt (• ord and sockets. Sockets on 15-inch
e..siiiers. As:sorted col9rs in lamps — blue, red, green, orange and white.
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Set
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WOOLCO BONES COUPON
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No. C67-1 — Stands 31" high. Traditional symbol of the Joyous Season, completely illuminated stand•ing Santa Claus. Gaily decorate()
with realistically sculptured facial
features.

U.L. Approved.
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No. C91-1 — Holding detachable
broom. Stands 32" high. Full,
round. White; with red and black
decoration and realistic broom.
Made of unbreakable plastic; for
indoor or outdoor use.
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Small Wise Men Set
•
No. W73-3 — Three Piece Set, illuminated. Contains leaning Wise Man 21" high, kneeling Wise Man 181
/
2
" high and
upright Wise Man 24" high. All figures with UL listed indoor or. outdoor
lit
ord -and socket set (no bulbs).
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Strange Change
'Machine
4 41
Sale Price
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Small Nativity Set
No. N73-4,— Four Piece Set, Illuminated. Contains figures
of Christ Child 11" long, Mary and Joseph 18" high, and
crib 12W' long. All figures with UL listed indoor or oakdoor cord and socket set (no bulbs). Stable not included.
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KEVIN MILAM — (center)
is shown above signing a
grant-in-aid contract with
the University of Tennes-

SEWING CLASS — One of
the most interesting actisities at St. Patricks Community Center, is an adult
sewing class. The purpose
of this sewing class, is to
train unskilled mothers in
the usage of industrial and

THE FRIENDLY EIGHT
SOCIAL CLUB — Ever
year the Friendly Eight
Social Club makes its annual visit to Western State
Hospital at Boliva to dis-

see football team. Looking
on from the left are his
father, mother and the
VoIs head football coach,

machines.
home sewing
These classes give the
mothers a skill that will
help them make and save
money. Pictured above are
members of the group participating in the sewing
classes, they are from left,

g if is. Pictured
tribute
above are the club's members, Mrs. Ida Buichfieldchairman project, Mrs. Amanda Washington - presiAnnie
dent, Mrs.
Bell

Doug Dickie. As many as
41 major colleges and universities, including Harvard
Duke Purdue, Notre Dame,

and Georgia Tech made offers to Kevin. He is presCatholic
attending
ently
High School. (Continental
Photo)

COLLEGIATE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS —' S h own
above are The Collegiate
Board of Directors. Each
year the group sponsors,
what has been called the
social event of the season,

the "Collegiate Ball." This
year the ball will be held
at Club Paradise on December 27. The members
of the board are Bernard
Roberson, Founder of the
Collegiate Associates and is

to right; Mrs. Shirley A.
Neil
Cole, Mrs. Mary
Wright, Mrs. Ann Gary.
one of the instructors, Mrs.
Luvina Boyd, Mrs. Mary
Parker, Mrs. Josee Smith
and Mrs. Trudee Smith.
(Photo by Ernest Withers)

Williams, Mrs. Zola Matthews, Mrs. Aluernia
Lewis, and Mrs. Mary Harby
ris. (Photo
Ernest
Withers)

GOODFELLOWS PRESEN—The Grace A.
TATION
Parker Chapter of National
Honor Society at Lester
High School inducted twenty-tour nevi members last

Friday in the school's gymnasium. During the services, the Honor Society's
president, Herbert Wright
(left) presented a check to
Mr. Carl Marsh of the

with National Promptions
for
Stax-Volt
Reeording
Co.; Richard G. „Vtoster
Jr., Co-Founder ao4 Vice
President of the Co giate
Associates and OliPèr L.

Ingram, President of the
Collegiate Associates, employed at Firestone Tire
& Rubber Company.
Tag Co-etteBar Kay Scholarship

MISS GOLDENy.)• — Miss
Joan Golden of WLOK Radio station will be one of
the judges of the.Miss Collegiate Contest.
'
,Miss Golden will join ,VIther well
known and estabirshed businessmen and poikicat leaders who make if the staff.

They are Al Perkins of
WAR
R a dio (detrolt),
George Klien of WHBQ,
Randy
Calendar
WYLD
Radio (New Orleans), and
James' /{owe WIGO Radio,
(Atlantqj (Photo by Continental)

Goodfeliows,
local
a
charitable
orga nization.
The main speaker for the
program was the Rev. Kenneth Whalum. (Photo by
Continental)

OPERATION BADGE —
young inesk from across
the nation' are responding
to the eitag of Miami, Florida's "Operation Badge."
the rece9tly-launched recruitment., program to t tr a ct more Negroes into the
police department. Inquiries
havc flowed in from states

such as New York. Connecticut. Pennsylvania and
Utah. Local response has
also been strong. Two key
Miami officials involved is
'Operation Badge'. are Lt.
Leroy Smith, left, of the
Miami police department,
and Ted Nichols, Community Affairs Director,

NO DIET'S — A good time
was had by all. Diet's
were completely forgotten.
while enjoying an "Arabain

Delight" and listening to
the music to Dine by. featuring Sigmon
Galloway
and friends (from left to

right is The Queen Mks
Mahalia Jackson an unities
titled waiter, Mrs Beth McKeno, and "Dizzy" Gilles•
pie.

40

YOUTH CHOIR —
Youth Choir of Mt.
M. B. Church, 1427 Sends
Main St., is presenting a
concert, Dec. 29 at 7:30

/we

p.m. The group will feature
Miss Vernita Hill and Mr.
I.arry Cones. The public is
invited, and the admission
is free. Miss Ida Shaw,

Pianist; Josepha and Greg.
ory Brandon is director:
Mrs. C. L. Williams, Supervisor and Rev. I. D.
Sanders is Minister. The

Choir consist of 30 girls
and eleven boys.

RUTH LAREDO, famous pianist ,opened the Virginia
Union University Concert series thii year. A student of Rudolf Serkin at both the Curtis
Institute and at the Marlboro
Festival, the young artist performed handsomely as she has
done throughout the world. she
has also appeared in duo recitals in Europe and Latin
America with her husband, Bolivian violinist Jaime Laredo.

"1r
Peg* le
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parents

Chris, Jr., and Anthony flew
in Sunday from Philly to visit
her parents, the Parker Joyners and Chris' parents, the
Phil Booth. Chris will join
them liter during the holidays.

Merry

By ERM ALEE LAWS

the Rev. and
Williamson and yours

1300 Children
'
truly.
Enjoy LeMoyne
Mrs. Christopher)
Delores
Booth and her little sons, Xmas Party
E. W

Society

Go-round
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drERMA LEE LAWS

One of our favorite "little
people," Debbie Evans, and
her mother Ouida Evans are
here from Chicago. They're
visiting Ouida's sisters Jane
Johnican
and Su
Burford.

LeMoyne-Owen College treated more than 300 youngsters
from LeMoyne Gardens to a
Friday
party
pre-Christmas
evening.
Also enjoying the party were
ZS families selected by social'
agencies to receive baskets of
food provided by students and
faculty of the college.
The affair began with a ,
Christmas concert at Second
Church, fol-1
Congregational
lowed by games in the college;
gymnasium, movies in the,
little theatre and dinner and
singing of carols in the cafe1
teria.
1
Dr. William Fletcher and
tee Rev. Edward Ouellette
were general chairmen.

out for Doris Price and Charles Debbie and her cousin Judy
CHRISTMAS PARTY seen
-Let us build his dream. Bowden at Parkway Gardens Burford are having their usual
Christmas party that clisultanta for the Charm
Rose M. Caviness, M r s.
above are enrollees at the
Let us live his words. Let us Presbyterian Church. Doris is gay time together — and
maxed a Charm School
Gladys E. Jennings and
School are, from left, Mrs.
Magnolie Community Censee what he saw on the Moun- the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. more of our favorite people
held by the L'Elite Service
Mrs. Lillian M. Anderson.
Georgia V. Harvey, Mrs.
ter who were given a
were in town from Chicago,
tain . . Love . . . Peace . . Floyd Price and her
Chib. Adults who were conMinnie L. Robinson, Miss
groom I the Staple Singers,
Papa RoeBrotherhood.
— —
is the son of Mr. and Mr1.1
buck, Brother Purvis and SisNathaniel
Bowden.
The
bride;
Chrietmas
Blessings
ters Cleo and Mavis.
These were the words in- teaches at Shadowlawn School!
and
the
groom,
who
has
just:
scribed
on
the
Christmas
cards bearing the picture of returned from Vitnam, is a
Le Moyne-Owen
the late Dr. Martin Luther student at
King, Jr., and hailing him as College
•
the "Prince of Peace," which And Parkway Gardens
was
Black veterans of military' Richardson said, -Represenwe selected as our expression the scene of
the wedding of
service who plan careers of tatives of the black institutions
o you for the season. This Sandra Kay Simpson and
Airi Despite the flu that's sweep- Games were played conducted
service to the nation and to
opportunity was afforded us Force Sgt. George
Edward.ing the town, 28 of the 42 en- by the Charm School Coordinatheir communities are eligible and community groups have
by the Negro Book Club, Inc., Puckett. Sandra,
a student at rollees of a six weeks Charm tor, Miss Caviness.
to compete for 50 new Martin received warmly the ideas emwho presented their display the
University of Missouri, is• Clinic were given a glittering Enrollment in the school inLuther King Jr. Fellowships bodied in the King program."
during the Multi Ethnic Text- the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. yuletime party last Friday cluded Janet Allen, Frances
for continuing graduate and
back Conference sponsored by
James A. Simpson and the evening
culminating the Batts, Venita J. Bolden, RosaFifteen King Fellows are
professional school study.
the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorori- groom
is the son of Mr. and school with .7 Christmas party lyn Boudrey, Deborah J. Wilty, the NAACP and the Tencurrently
enrolled in instituMrs. Joe Adair. Sgt. Puckett and program at Magnolia Com- son, Judy Allen, Arlicia BoudHans Rosenhaupt, national
nessee Human Relations Counis stationed at Point Arena, munity Center
rey, Judy Lynn Cooper, Bertha
director of the Woodrow Wilson tions ranging from Harvard
cil.
•
California.
Holmes, Beverly Miles, Shasta
National Fellowship Founda- University to Northwestern UniThe Charm School was sponSharp, Patricia Brooks, Kathtion, Princeton. N.J., which
We think the conference was
Baby Talk: Angela and El- sored by the L'Elite Service leen.. Jones, Margo Smith, Eva
sponsors the program
this versity and the University of
marvelous; it made many peoClub. There were five schools
bert
Terry
will
have
a
wee
one
Williams,
Lucille
of
Batts.
week
need
announced
Rosia new grant California at Berkeley. They
pie more aware of the
to share Christmas with them held over the city which began lind Bolden, Brenda Cooper,
of $350,000 from The Rockefel- are studying in such diverse
having the Negro Book Club,
Geor_ November 14. Schools and the Debra Fuller
ler Foundation to support the
Jacqueline GranInc,
. located in Memphis and down in their Albany,
consultants were as follows:
fields as art, education, law,
gia
home.
They're
the
parents
sensitivity
fellowships.
ger Karen Harris, Shelia Isom,
it also served as a
Gaston
Community
Center, Beverly Rainey, Karey
• psychology and community ormedia following the words of of a little girl, Angela Daphne.
Sharp,
Mrs. Barbara Walker; Miss
The new grant marks the
Delois Sommerville, Deborah
What better way can the is- Angie is the daughter of Shady
Parker
and
Mrs.
Gladys
Addie
beignning
of a major drive to ganization.
and
William
Owen
Turner, Shirley Harris, Anetta
sues as well as the facts about
Jennings;
Hollywood
Cornmake
the
King program a
Requests
for
applications
Moore, Jacquelyn Freeman,
the issues be hopefully resolv- And little two year old Tedo
munity Center; Mrs. Verdell
large source of fellowships
.
Happenings
Jeannetta
Moore, BrendadqHol
ed? Young
should
be
sddressed
to RayBranch had a visit from Santa Northcross,
M i ss
funds for one portion of the
Dorothyf vian Wllson, Retta Hopper,
The Spartan Players of Hale Claus last week and he left
mond
Richardson, Director,
Evans
black
and
Miss
Rose
community.
With
this
CaviCynthia Wilson, Senetra Smith,
High School on Chicago's South him a little brother. Terrance, ness;
Douglass; Misses Ger- Rubye
.latest grant the total sum avaiL Martin Luther King Jr. FellowJean Miller, Donna
Side presented "West Side Ryland. Proud parents are aldine
Gray
able from. Rockefeller Foun- ships, Woodrow Wilson National
and
Jean
Lewis;
Wilson
T a ra
Wilson
and
Story" t'other week-end. In Elise and Theodore Branch.!Henley; Miss
Fellowship Foundation, Box
dation grants is $550,000.
Vashti Crowder, Marshz Wilson.
play
the
their version of
they Grandmeres are Mrs. Lillian' Mrs. Mavis S. Harris and
842, Princeton, N.J.
Miss
Mrs. Georgia V. Harvey,
included a very touching me- Thomas
Raymond Richardson, directand
Mrs.
Hattie 'Tans y Dod son;
Magnolia, chairman of the
morialization of Dr. King. This Branch. Mrs. Arthella Gordon
program
or
of the King Fellowships,'
Mrs. Georgia V. Harvey, Mrs. and party at
Magnolia Centeri
is just one of the many indica- is the proud great grandmere. !Lillian
noted, "About 4,000 black ser-I
M.
Anderson
and
•
Mrs.
Community center and her
tions of the seriousness of
vicemcn who have completed
Minnie L. Robinson.
macs'
.
Miss
Joe
.
Meandering
Portraying
co-chairmen,
today.
Mrs.
Lillian M.
black youth
college are separated from the
one of the starring roles was Vice-President of Greyhound Theme of the clinic was Anderson and Mrs. Minnie
military each year. We're out
Pat Johnson, who is the niece _Lines, Inc., was here from his "Why not be black-beautiful L. Robinson, served refreshto build a program which will I "
ments, assisted by Mrs. Glaof Dorothy Irby Harris. Pat's Chicago office to speak to the and charming?"
encourage the best of them to la
cousin. Sherry Irby, is queen students of Douglass High Participants at the Magnolia dys Jennings consultant at
train themselves for positions'
of Booker T. Washington High School. Hear tell, from Omar Center discussed and demon- Gaston, and Miss Rose M.
of
leadership in every sector
Supple-glove-soft vinyl upholstery with button tufting at.
Robinson, t h at
he
School.
really trated what they had learned Caviness, coordinator.
Mrs.
of society."
Of U
eentnates
the
inviting
comfort
of
the
new
Sculpture
swivel
brought it right downfront to during the six weeks period. Jean N. Cain is president of
chairs for indoor dining. The chairs have a gracePully
Mattie and Whittier Seng- the young people. The former Topics were; How to be well- the club.
Martin Luther King Jr. Fel:
.
Miss Anita Austin, a senior
molded back shell and rest on a trimly-styled pedestal lowships may be held by any
tacke were hosts at a dinner baseball great used popular groomed, Be of good posture, Miss Neal, director of the
is
the
Street,
Nicholas
1392
of
supported
by
column
a
sculptured
base.
is
The
new
set
song
young
dancing party for the
black veteran who has a bachtitles such as "Black and Conduct, and Be Pretty-Look Magnolia Comm unity Center,
by Lee L. Woodard Sons, Inc., Owosso, Mich., pioneer elor's degree and plans a ca- winner of the 'Miss UNCF'
troupe with hordes of local proud." "moving On Up," Pretty, Introductions and and Jesse Wilson, assistant
manufacturer of wrought iron furniture.
reer of service in such fields contest conducted on the Leyouth exchanging pointers on and "Stay In School," to really handshaking, A morning check- director were most gracious
as law, medicine, education, Moyne—Owen College campus.
dances as the lively band ..rap" with the youngsters.I up before going to school.
in cooperating with the club.'
journalism,
thundered in the living room. The students loved him!
social work, li,
The contest is conducted on
brary science, the ministry and
campus in connection with the
We got the scissors last And did you catch Omar's
business and political organi- annual United Negro College
week when we were talking choral group on Channel 3 on
7ation
Fund campaign.
about the party Frances and Focus on
Memphis? They
The fellowships may be held
John Milan had when their son e ere great!fl
Miss Austin v ill participate
for two years. By offering a
Kevin signed a football scholin the National Miss UNCF
candidate $270 a month in adarship with the University of Rev. Billy Kyles was in Los
Pageant in Nev.' Orleans early
dition to G.I. benefits, they
Tennessee. Among those pres-1 ageeeis recently in the inter- KNOXVILLE — Five Knox- ty Action Committee as 6
in February.
ville
College
women
have
been
Neighborhood
Center
Associate
afford a reasonable alternative'
ent were Fr. Theodore Wieser.'est of the International Afroelected
for
inclusion
in the Director. Married to Alfred
to
immediate
employment. Miss Mary Holley. a junior,
OFM. pastor of St. Thomas American Musical and CulturGraduate
and
Catholic Church of which the al Foundation — Spectacular 1968 edition of OUTSTANDING Bradley. Jr.. she is the mother
professional was second in the contest.
schools will be asked to proMilams are members. Mattie '69, which will be staged in WOMEN OF AMERICA ac- of two children, Bernard, age
cording
to an announcement nine
Other contestants were Miss
and , Vincent Eugene,
vide free tuition.
and Whittier Sengstacke, UT the Astrodome in Houston.
Loretta Artry, a senior; Miss
Coaches Douglas Dickey, and You'll hear more about this made by the director, Mrs. Pa- age 11. Mrs. Bradley has done Not too long ago, wroughtl "At one time, people thought
Although women are eligible, Anita Stewart, a sophomore,
tricia Bogle of Chicago.
additional work at the Univer- iron furniture was strictly a that all wrought iron tables
William later.
McKinney.
George
the fellowships are intended and Miss Delores Reynolds, a
'OUTSTANDING
Miss
had
Woodard
glass
tops,"
sity
of
YOUNG
Tennessee.
She
is
a
Thomas,
Louis
Herman Sweet.
summertime thing—just like
primarily for men under 30 free shman.
Jr.. Frank Milam, Kevin's And Al Richardson and Wal- WOMEN', which honors these member of Shiloh Presbyterian the flowers that bloomed in said. "Today, while tempered
safety glass is still popular, who have recently completed
brother, his other borthers ter Robinson were here over women for excellent service in Church.
Miss Frankie C. Rogers is
the warm weather and disap- you can have tops made of
or will soon complete military
are it the Air Force. Mark is the weekend creating more religion and political activi- Mrs. Faulcon is a music peared in the winter.
president
of the sponsoring
plastic
natural
laminate,
wood,
ties
and
interest
professional
in
the
New
Breed
Inendeav- teacher in the Oak Ridge city
dow nin Panama and Michael,
service.
.„.
Pre-Alumni Club.
and
fiberglass.
select
You
can
ors.
names
dustries.
Al
is
from
Mrs.
the
headLoretta
L.
schools
and
the
mother
of
two
have
designers
is
Vietnam
creative
But
from
just back
from
round
rectangular
or
Bradley,
quarters
'61,
in
New
Knoxville;
York
City
and
Mrs.
children.
Her
husband
is a bio- now given wrought iron a
in Gulfport, Mississippi, Patrishapes. And even expanding
cia Milam, the honoree's sis- Walt hails from Carbondale, Jacqueline Faulco, '57, Oak logist with Oak Ridge National year-round appeal, and have
tops
are available, just as
Illinois,
Ridge;
where
he
is
Mrs.
Julia
coordinaFields
Lawr
Laboratories.
season'
in'second
made
its
Jr.,
ter-in-law, Charles Ozier,
Mrs. Lawrence is currently side the home as important as you'll find on wood dining
Neck
and George B. Wallace, UT tor of University Services to ence, '61, Scotland
tables."
Alum ni , Whittier Sengstacke. Carbondale at Southern Iii- North Carolina; Mrs. Virginia a visiting poet at East Caro- its outdoor use.
nois
University.
lina
Locke
University.
They're
Smith,
'57,
Bloomington,
She
exhas
had
Jr., Edward Harris, Samuel
"Romantic and space-opening' Gone, too, are the days when
Brown, Goldie Terrell, pected back to solidify plans Indiana and Mrs. Marva La second anthologies of h e r
R.
was characiron tables and chairs wrought iron
wrought
Mary Monroe. Sandra Price, for the Rubaiyats Afro-Amen - Fretta Walton, '58, also of Oak works published and she has have become so popular with teristically black or white. Now
can
fashion.
The
New
Breed
travelled
Ridge.
extensively
in
Europe
Diane Davis and yours truly.
you can choose from nine anis black-owned and manufac- Mrs. Bradley is employeed presenting her peoms. She is homemakers that a major part tique
color finishes. "The
quality
wrought
iron
collec. . The lures clothing.
Notes
Holiday
by the KDOX County Communi-ithe mother of one daughter. of
tions are now made of pieces popularity of antique color
Checkmate Investment Club
Vivian White is here for the
es designed specifically for finishes on wood furniture goes
chose Harlon Field's Four
use,"
according
holidays
from
to hand in hand with colorful
Cleveland
Indoor
visitFlames as the setting for their'
indoor dining furniture," Miss
consultant
June
ing
her
Woodsister
and
style
brother
in
which
party
to
dinner
holiday
Woodard said. "Combine a
law
Addle
and
Dr.
ard.
C.
S.
Jones.
they added the sparkle ofl
handsome wrought iron s frame
Dr.
Marjorie Lee is home
their wives.
For example, table tops of in an antique shade with a
from her post at North Carowalnut and swivel mellow wood or wood-finish
•natural
The gala party started with lina College visiting her aunt.
deep upholstery top, and the effect can be
with
chairs
cocktails in the Red Garter Mrs. Lottie Le.'
and fine fabrics have been spectacular "
aniwhere between
Boom
brought out to satisfy the deIda and
Harold Jamison
All of this makes a big difmated conversation about holi- winged off to D. C. to spend
mands of the indoor dining
ference to the homemaker
ciay parties they devoured de-, the holidays.
market.
who wants something different
licious bar be qued oysters ackitchens, to spark up her dining area.
in
"Particularly
companied by the proper pro- And Mrs. James Johnson,,
breakfast areas, and family Another factor in her favor is
tables. Later, they dined on her mother, Mrs. Lottie Flowrooms, wrought iron makes a the wide range of styles to
filet mignons with its accom- ers and her son, Michael Johnbig hit because its open design choose from, from traditional
plus a des- son are spending the holidays
panying goodies
and light scale avoids the to contemporary.
in Detroit visiting her brothsert of champagne sherbert.
stuffy, cramped feeling that
er and sister in law, Mr. and:
groupings, for
may occur with other types of Woodard's
The next step WAS to the Mrs. Rueben Flowers and
example, include' a distinctly
Miss
furnishings,"
Woodard
where the friends and former Memphians
Room
Cawilion
Mediterranean collection called
said.
group drank liquers and listen- Mr. and Mrs. Henry Conerway.
Andalusian, with a motif remThe
sounds.
Bertha's daughter Judy will
ed to soulful
In addition to the light, airy iniscent of Moorish grillwork.
fern mes were really praisidg remain in Detroit for the holifeeling it provides, wrought For devotees of lath century
their Checkmates for investing days also, she's a student at.
iron is also cited for its versa- French. elegance, there's the
in a beautiful evening. Check- Wayne State University School
tility, durability, and natural Trianon collection with demates and their better halves of Nursing and was 1968
tailed ornamentation typical of
decorativeness.
include James and Wilheimina "Miss Co-Ette."
the period.
Miss Woodard, consultant to
Carter, B. N. and Erma WillLee L. Woodard Sons, Inc., A Florentine design is iniams, he's the President-elect; And speaking of the Co-Ettes
Godchild
Detroit, our
and
Owosso, Michigan, century-old spired by the craftsmanship
"HERE COME THE CLAUS" — While headlining at the
Don and Flora Lee, William
Michele Jones flew down for
manufacutrer of. wro ught of Italian artists, while Orleans
Franklin
Ward,
famed Las Vegas Sands Hotel, with Sammy Davis, the
Gloria
and
iron furniture, reports that features sculptured iron-work
originator of "Here Come The Judge" — Pigment Markand Virginia McNeil, E. A. the Memphis Co-Ettes Charity
wrought iron dining tables are that distinguishes the French
ham — took time out to wish our readers the merriest of
and Marian Cole, Floyd and Ball Monday night in the Skyeven finding their way into Quarter of New Orleans.
Christmases and the happiest of New Yeas-s. In the meanJonetta Franklin. Earl and way of the Sheraton-Peabody. A MAGIC WAND isn't necessary when you want to im
formal dining rooms, where Chantilly Rose, a perennial l
time, Pigmeat, himself, is having a happy and lucrative
Betty Mimms, Dave and Pa- Her parents are former Mem- press your dinner guests with your ability to produce an
they blend perfectly with wood favorite, has a rose and leaf: time as star of Rowan & Martin's "Laugh-In" and a suctricia Roalatid and Don Mc- phians Melba and Floyd Jones. excellent and savory dinner in short order. All you need
pantry shelf, with a swift look into
buffets, hutches, and china motif rith the freshness of the I
cessful new album — "Tnne Me In" — together with a hot
Neil was escorting Ella Fitz- She visited Gwen Williamson; can be found on your
cabinets.
selling single — "Sock It To Me" — both on Chess label.
out-of-&ors.
our Co-Ette Prexy and her lbe frigidaire for salad materials.
gerald.
•
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Windows Create Big Problem
Window problems? Join the club. When
it comes to home fashion headaches, window-decorating holds the championship —
officially certified by a psychiatric study,
defining drapery -buying as the all-time
shopping trauma.

what women want by way of styles and
sizes.
Best of all — and most surmising to
women who haven't gone drapery 3hopping for the past five years — is the big
change in performance factors. These days,
draperies can do a job, in addition to looking attractive, thanks to the new sophist:Cation in fabrics and features. And although
she. modern textile miracles haven't filtered down to most readymades — manufacturers being men, and notoriously resistant to spending money to satisfy women's wants — they are very much available in the customized programs.

What makes it all worse is the fact
that windows aren't likely to surrender
their dubious honors. As the realists among
us realize, they're going to be a problem
just as long as home-builders treat every
window like a brand new invention, instead
of measuring them in the kind of basic
modules used, say, for beds, baths and oil
burners.
Until that millenium arrives, though —
and it seems as remote as the pot of gold
at the end of the rainbow — harassed homemakers will simply have to deal with window woes as best they can. Not that help
isn't at hand. Retailers, for instance, are
pitching in with a raft of suggested solutions — from costly custom services, unfortunately way out of reach of the average
budget, to a promotional push for the undressed window, a starkly spare fashion
approach that leaves a good deal to be desired in both the privacy and beauty departments.

Most in demand, say retail sources, are
the features that lengthen fabric life and
lessen the propensity of glass to conduct
outside weather inside. Unknown half a
decade ago, insulated draperies are well
on their way to being a latter-day standard,
led by the Roc-Ionized fashions that pinpointed the need in the first place. Similarly, the whole concept of self-lining — draperies with a permanent, high-performance
lining hacking the face fabric — is proving
to be the kind of new idea that more and
more women want.

The best answer — and the newest —
seems to lie halfway between the extremes,
in the new "customized" services that offer made-to-measure advantages without
traditional custom costs. Most drapery departments offer customized programs — at
costs that are normally only fractionally
more than readymade styles. What you get
for the added investment is freedom of
choice — a happy change for the better
from the limitations of readymades, avaiiable only in some manufacturer's idea of

With insulation established, producers
are starting to turn their attention to a
whole array of other wants. At the Rockland Mills laboratories, where Roc-lon insulated linings was developed and where
most of "what's new" in the drapery field
is born, it's an everyday occurence to find
an insulated fabric that also sheds moisture, stops dampness damage, controls
light, retards ultra -violet decay and shields
against sunlight fading . . just a few of
the special virtues of today's hard-working
drapery fabrics.

CHRISTMAS
Clearance
1.

DEPARTMENT STORES

shop 10 a.m.'til 10 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday

Make Their Spirits Bright..
Value-Packed Fashion Gifts From Woolco...

ALL SPECIALLY PRICED

G—LADIES' NYLON PANTIES

157

Woolco
Gift Special

Five lovely nylon panties in a colorful package! Rainbow of shades:
aqua, maize, orange, mint, raspberry. All fully cut, machine washable.
5,6, 7.

C—INFANTS' BOXED GIFT SETS
Woolco
357
Gift Special
Two printed cotton crib sheets,
matching pillow case and cute rattle
—all in 1 package! Just one from a
large selection of boxed gift sets
from 2.77-8.97. Layette sizes.

0—JR. BOYS' 3-7 DRESS SHIRTS
157
BED-SITTING ,ROOM CORNER,. DRAPERIER CLOSED:
Classic English floral print makes a happy marriage with
modern fabric performance. Traditional tailoring — so right
for a timeless setting — conceals a window air-conditioner.
The bonus is behind the fabric bouquet — in the rain-onstain finish that ends dampness damage from commonplace
cooling unit condensation.

E—GIRLS' BULKY CARDIGANS

The Nehru is still in, hut the
fitted suit coat is "inner.'
hugs the waist of suddenly}
slim young men who have been

Exclusive Enemy:
The COMM011 Cold Holiday
Your nose stops up and family of medications under
you begin to feel that tickling the brand name. Novahistine.
sensation in your throat. You're formerly avaifable only on a
basic formula for Novahistine
coming down with a cold.
has
an extensive record of
To you the cause is just a
nasty cold germ. But to the relieving painful, swollen, and
medical researcher it's probab- inflamed nasal mucosa resultly one. of 80 or more distinct ing from common colds. In
rhinoviruses (viruses that at- addition, s p ecific formulas
treat particular aspects of the
tack the nasal passages).
problem.
This family of pesky and _
persistent enemies has defied
all efforts to find among them
a strain which would lead to
a general cold vaccine. The
search has turned up other
virus-like agents which can
also cause cold symptoms, but
the rhinoviruses are the most
difficult to isolate and control.
Strains of a particular rhi-,
novirus have been cultivated
for a limited time in human
embryo tissue. More recently,
success in keeping pieces of
human windpipe tissue "alive"
jn the test tube, has promised
continuously maintained cultures of rhinoviruses.
Small in size, having approximately the same dimensions
as the polio virus, the rhinoviruses grow better at about
91.4 degrees Fahrenheit than
at the body temperature, 98.6
degrees F. Observers point
out that this is the normal
temperature of the air-conditioned nasal passages.
Each year an estimated 40;
Americans become,
million
inadvertent hosts to one or
more of these viruses and
"catch" colds that are bad
enough to take them to their
physicians.* No one knows
how many more treat their own
symptoms. But certainly before
spring flowers appear, most
Americans will have developed
at least a few sniffles.
This winter, for the first
time, sufferers will obtain from
their druggist proven symptomatic cold relief from a

Pornna-Press Dacron® polyester/
cotton shirts. White and pastels.

RED COLONIAL ROOM, BAY WINDOW, OVER-ALL: Bay
windows throw a special kind of curve: beautiful to look at:
though to decorate. Problem -solver is made-to-measure styling — best on this kind of window, where you need body
but don't want hulk, when the lace fabric is self-lined.
Insulated feature built into self-lining controls temperature
so indoor garden can grow.

Florida

Woolco
Gift Special

357

Woolco
Gift Special

Cold weather classics ... thick Orion® acrylic sweaters, attractive
cable, link or popcorn stitch trims.
White and Holiday shades. 8-12.

on diets, the better to wear the
hugging jackets. The

figure

Blazer is in, with tartan plaid
exciting the viewer; coupled
with a turtleneck shirt and
dark plaid slacks, it is a strictly fab outfit.

Is Theme

The sleek Gentlemen's Quarterly. out now with its winter As for the wildly exotic
opus, is handsomely appealing., young man there's feather
The trend in gay colors and vest, in the most beautifully
mad patterns in sports jackets blended colors. . . blue, white
and shirts, with the uhiquitas speckled brown and red. The
turtle neck still riding high, is man about town will truly be
a beauty.
a Bird of Paradise.

HACKIE'S
BODY SHOP, INC.

Blackie Moore, Prop

Fender Body Work
Painting
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
148 S. SECOND ST.

PHONE 526 - 1154

RES. PHONE 351 - 3134

A—FLEECE & FLANNEL SLEEPWEAR

257

Woolco
Gift Special

For those long winter nights...
warm cotton flannel or Avisco•
acetate/nylon fleece pajamas &
gowns. Tailored or lace trimmed.
Machine washable, Pink, Blue,
Peach, Mint, Maize. S. M,L.

B—SMOOTH-FITTING NYLON BRA-SLIPS

357

Woo/co
Gift Special

Tailored or lace trimmed onepiece body-shapers ... cups and
panels all elastic nylon lyera
Spandex, Kodello polyester fiberfill. 32-38 A&B cups. White,
Black, Blue, Maize.

K—LADIES' FLEECE I QUILT ROBES
77111097
3
-Snuggly
rayon/nylon
fleece
patch pockets ... pink, blue, gold.
S. M, L. Waltz length print quilt,
nylon tricot with Kodel® polyes' ter fiberfill, satin piped trim. 1218.

WORM SOUTHGATE
1833 SO. THIRD ST.

4

L—GIRLS' 4-14 AUILTED RO S
2
57.
3
97
Easy-care acetate tncot, cotton,
nylon tricot quilt robes, thick
Kodel polyester fiberfill. Pastel
solids and floral prints. Washable, little or no ironing.
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WHITES SET ROADBLOCKS

Judge Rights Of Blacks Violated

el

,

Black Officials
See Power RaM

NEWARK -- A Federal The original Passaic Grand two members of the Civil That law
forbids the "deprigrand jury has taken up where Jury's presentment had con- Rights Division of the U. S.
vation of any rights, privileges
a Passaic County grand jury cluded in part:
Justice Department.
or immunities secured or proleft off and has indicted three "This Grand Jury states its
tected by the Constitution or
They
unearthed
the
little
sergeant, and five patrolmen abhorrence and dismay at the
laws of the United States" to
used
1872
Federal
Civil
Rights
of the Paterson, N.J. police actions of a relatively handful
any citizen because of his color
force on charges of conspiracy of misguided police officers Law which resulted in last or
race.
week's
six-count
indictments,
to violate and of violating the who, while sworn to uphold
Since the indictments were
!
the
first
use
of
it
against
pocivil rights of Negroes and law and provide protection for
made against specific policePuerto Ricans on Federal life and property, chose instead licemen in New Jersey and men
ATI.ANTA, Ga. — There are The 380 black elected offiallegedly for participating
the
first
in
many
years
in
the
criminal charges under a Re- on this occasion to break the
in specific incidents, no police- MO black public officials in cials were told by the more
nation.
construction Civil Rights Law law and destroy private propman was cited on all six the.11 states of the Old Confed- experienced black politicians
passed in 1872.
erty, including that of private
The eight policemen were ac- counts. More than one was cit- eracy now, about 310 more and leaders that now is certainThe indicted police officers, citizens not involved in any cused of "committing and per- ed on some
of the specific than there were before the 1965 ly not the time to rejoice or
although not named at the way with the disturbances."
mitting" overt acts that vio- counts, however, and several U. S. Voting Law was passed. start to get tipsy on just a
time, had been cited by the
The county grand jury had late the Civil Rights Law of were indicted on more than one But not even the black elected taste of power.
Passaic County Grand Jury put its presentment in perspec- 1872.
1count.
officials are over-exultant
last month in an official pre- tive by noting that its presentRather, said the wisest leadabout their new power, alsentment of engaging in wan- ment was not an indictment of
though they most certainly are ers among them, now is the
ton vandalism, brutality and the whole Paterson, N.J. poengage in drives to elect as time to gird more strongly
racism on stores owned by Ne- lice force, since in most cases,
many more black officials at than ever against newly-braced
groes, and on the headquarters police officers "performed
all go‘ernment levels as pos- white resistance.
of the Southern Christian Lead- their tasks in a professional
sible.
Youthful Julian Bond, whose
ership Conference in Paterson, and commendable manner."
name was put in nomination
N.J., during the period of disThe county Grand Jury acThe elected Negro officials
for vice president at the Demoorders last July 3 involving' cused the Paterson Police Demet here last week in a conConvention,
cratic
National
Negroes and Puerto Ricans fol- partment and the administraference called and sponsored
told the black assembled electlowing the arrest of a Puertol tion of Mayor Lawrence F.
by the Southern Regional Couned officials that they must not
Rican youth for squirting water Kramer of "trying to sweep
cil's Voter Education Project
make the mistake of thinking
from a fire hydrant into pass- the entire matter under the
and
the atmosphere at the
that the incoming administra-'
ing cars.
rug.
SANTA MONICA. Calif. H So violent was his denial, the zneetieg was one of apprehenIt was said that the Puerto' Mayor Kramer then said:
tion should help the.m.
Super-grid star Jim Brown who two detective s said, that siveness over the failure of the
Rican youth was beaten and "We cannot and will not tolwhite
turned
community to fully co- He said that the new nationmulti-million dollar mo- Brown, the former Cleveland
mistreated in making the ar- erate such conduct. If the
operate
vie
actor
with them in their new al administration "is being
about
two
years
ago,
Browns
champion
fullback
who
rest, as were numerous other charges are true, then the
formed by a man whom 90 per
responsibilities.
pleaded
"no
contest"
to
chargwon the annual rushing title
Negroes who were carried tol men must be found and recent of you voted against last
es
of
two
white
detectives
that
eight
times
straight,
roughed
isolated areas and beaten by moved."
November."
Mos1
.
;
of
the
black
he
roughed
them
up
elected
last
June
of-1
them
up
considerably before
police, leaving them as an ex— After that, at the suggestion
ficials
who
met
when
they
seemed
barged into his sec- he agreed to go to the station
very Samuel Dubois Cook, a black
ample for others.
of police h
All the while these atrocities members of the Paterson po- ond-floor apartment and woke with other police who arrived. dedicated to the task of cor- professor of political science at
by this very small minority of lice force voluntarily went be- him up from a sound sleep to Police filed the charges of recting the inequities in public Duke University, told the
members of the Paterson po- fore the county grand jury falsely accuse him of assault assault to commit murder and Iservices to Negroes and the group that consistently through
lice force were going on, some and were exonerated. When it to commit murder and felony- felony-battery on the model poor in Southern communities. ill( history of the South — from
of them were swarming into was suggested that the few of- battery on a pretty Jamaican against Brown, saying that Lawrence T Guyot of the the Civil War through ReconDemo- struction, Populism, the Dixiethe Negro and Puerto Rican ficers actually involved had model who sometimes plays they had found blood on both Mississippi Freedom
the bathroom and bedroom ! cri..ts sums it up earthily by crat movement, and the "Walarea, shouting racial obsceni- not done so, requests that nu- small parts in the movies.
As Brown made the plea, floors. The detectives did not saying: "Prejudice is a bitch. lace Syndrome;" there has
ties and throwing tear gas merous specific officers agree
containers through Negro-own- 1 to also appear voluntarily be- Judge Mario Clinco in San Ma- at that time say whether or not And the political bitch that run the theme that the white
spawned southern politics is in man has fear of the Negro and
ed stores and the offices of the, fore the county grand jury teo Superior Court tried to im- It was their blood.
heat again."
in self survival and defense he
SCLC, for no apparent reason were also made by police su- press upon Brown that his plea
has to control him.
of nobo contendere was "for all Miss Bonn-Chinn refused to
Judge Rights Of (Drophead) periors.
Guyet, who has been des— even though the personsi It was then that U. S. At- practical purposes" just about sign the charges against
cribed as bullyshly energetic Typical of the problems
therein were taking no part MI torney David M. Satz Jr. en- the same as a plea of "guilty." Brown, saying that she had
fallen from the window and the and concise, was talking and experiences of many of
"Yes,
know
Brown
I
that,"
the disturbance.
tered the case on Nov. 20 with
whole thing was an accident.1 about the gross problems, both these newly elected black oftold tbe judge.
That cleared Brown of those of correcting the official neg- ficials is that of Councilman
The judge then told Brown to charges.
lect which was the custom in Peter Smith who lives in the
return to court on Jan. 3.
many places for hundreds of little town of Grand Coteau in
detectives,
however, years and
In the meantime, he said, The
of fighting at the south central Louisiana.
probation officers will look in- brought the charges of resist- same level, the new
stumbling It is because of the problems
to Bisiwn's background and fill ing arrest against Brown. blocks which white
racists with and experiences of all the black
out a complete report on him. When the case came up, Brown power throw in front
of them. leaders, who to some extent
After that, the athlete-movie and a company of actors were
suffer similarly, that the Voter
about
jut
ready
to
leave
for
star's attorney will make an apEducation Project is placing
peal, explaining the mitigating Spain to make a multi-million
into operation in January in
circumstances under which the dollar moving picture with
several predominantly Negro
Brown as the. main star.
WASHINGTON —It is no se- and a Republican is likely toi incident occurred and the
college isn Georgia, Alabama,
cret that President-elect Nixon become A s sistant Attorney judge will hand down his sen- Since movie-making is one of
Mississippi and Louisiana.
principal
the
this
industries
of
tence
on
Brown.
3
and his advisers were more Geneial for Civil Rights in the
Peter Smith has lived in
than a little concerned about Justice Department, T. M. Al- According to previous re- region, Brown's attorneys exGrand Coteau all of his 38
rr•
the adverse reaction to the an- exander Jr., an investment ports, police were called when plained that unless he left imyears. And for all his life
nouncement of his Cabinet. banker in Atlanta has been ap- Miss Eva Bonn-Chinn, the mod- media tely with the crew on the
there have been few paved
Practically every newspaper proached for Assistant Secre- el and small parts actress who flight to Spain, it would cost
streets, no sewage system, and
in the country and every TV tary of Commerce for Econom- is the daughter of a West In- untold damages to the making! The Social Security Adminis- a water system which often
commentator noted the ab- ic Development. Another name dian diplomat to the United of the picture. The judge. tration is opening three new needed repairs and often had
sence of any Negroes or other mentioned for a high post in States was found unconscious agreed to excuse Brown until offices in the Detroit area to to be shut off leaving no water
ethnic group representation.
Commerce is Q. V. William- early in the morning on a con- he returned to California after redeploy social security staffs in the pipes for as much as
crete patio 15 feet below the picture was made. The and bring services close to four days
at a time.
It was WASP all the way son, a wealthy Atlanta realtor,
Brown's second floor apart- case was again scheduled for the neighborhoods where peo- This, needless
and
member
of
the
city
counto say, was a
(white
Anglo-Saxon
Protesment.
the fall term when Brown re- ple live, Paul D. Snider, Social handicap to the residents
of
tant). No Jews or Catholics, cil.
She had a dislocated shoulder turned in October and the of- Security Regional Representa- the semi-rural
town, most of
but two members of the Mor-1
and superficial head injuries ficial arraignment was held tive in Cleveland, Ohio an- whose
residents were in the
mon Church which has as one: Art Fletcher, the Tacoma
when discovered. Police called last week.
nounced this week.
low-income class. The lack of
of its tenets that Negroes are
Washington Negro who ran a to the scene, had Miss Bonn- Brown was arrested in July, The
three new offices in the services hurt both black and
not qualified to become elders
good
race for Lieutenant Gov- Chinn taken to a hospital and 1965 on charges of assault and Detroit area will be located at, white — but in the past the
of the church since they cannot
two white detectives then berg- battery brought by Miss Bren- the following addresses:
five all white council members
be admitted to the heavenly' ernor, but lost is a strong likeda Ayers in Cleveland. He was 9768 Grand River. Detroit, simply met, arranged for the
lihood for Director of the Small ed into Brown's apartment.
kingdom.
Business Administration, For- They accused Brown of as- acquitted in a jury trial and Michigan, 48204; 15101 Liver- most minimum repairs and
Nixon, himself, has briefed
mer New York Judge Samuel sault with intent to commit was also acquitted in June. nois Detroit, Michigan, 48238 paid the bills, adjourning to
his new cabinet members, adand
felony-battery, 967 of a paternity charge also and 1102 E. Jefferson, Detroit, meet again in a couple of
Pierce whose name has figured murder
monishing them to select their
prominently in speculations is faying that Brown was re- brought by Miss Ayers.
Slichigan 48214,
weeks.
staffs with an eye to across the sure
s
for Miss Bonn-Chinn's
to land a high post eitherponsible
board representation of all
in Justice or Labor. Pierce is injuries, charges which they
groups, i n eluding Negroes,
reported to have turned down later filed formally against
Puerto Ricans and Mexican- the
offer to become Chairman Brown, and even insinuated
Americans.
of the U. S. Civil Service Corn- , that i3rown might have pushed
It was announced that an in- mission as did Mrs. Ersa Pos- l her from the window.
tensive search for minority ton, President of the New York l Brown., whom Miss Bonnmembers at the second level State Civil Service Commission. Chinn later said was innocent
of government had been under Pierce said that he did not feel' of striking or pushing her, ,reway for some six weeks. The he was knowledgeable enoughlsented the accusations and conrecruiting team is headed by in this field to give up his lu- elusions to which the white deLeonard Garment, a law part- crative law practice in a big; tectives had jumpd,e and vioIlently denied them.
ner of Nixon in New Y o r k.1New York firm.
Among its members are Robert J. Brown who has been
named by Nixon as a Special,
Assistant in the White House]
to concentrate on developing
business in ghetto areas, Samuel C. Jackson, Vice President
of the American Arbitration
Association and Clarence L.
nOlitofiww:Iln!leern:L:711%this paper
Townes Jr., Director of Minorities for the Republican National Committee. All three are
Negroes. Jackson is a former
member of the Equal EmployThis N rrleg 1%
ment Opportunity Commission.
501.54,
The announcement of new
549 N. Third NtrYet
appointments at the sub-cabinet level ie expected to come
within hours. As of now, the
best inside information on who
these will be includes the following: Governor George Romney who will bead the Housing
and Urban Development is sure
to have several Negroes and
among them will be Walter B.
Lewis, recently na med by
President Johnson as Assistant
Secretary for Equal Opportunity and John Buggs, Deputy
Director of the Model Cities
•
Program.
In the Labor Department,
Dr. Vivian Henderson, a noted
economist and president of
Clark College in Atlanta is being wooed intensely for Undersecretary.
Atty. Earl Dearing, a city
prosecutor in Louisville, Hy.

The Store that cares—about-y(41
FRESH
HOG HAD
All Neat Attacked
1B29$

ill

amewlmwwWeiremei

SUPER RITE
ROUND STEAK 1

PLEADS "NO CONTEST"

Jim Brown Awaits
Verdict Of Judge

Nixon Set For
Black Appointees

•
Social Security
upens New
Offices In City

\‘
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GOLDEN RIPE

It

BANANAS
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4.44
STARLING PURE

MIN1T CAS WASH
fully automatic well *stabTh
5
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000
profit 515
t ratting for property C. R. Reed.
3101-4029

runlet weer eesisrY
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396-9320

You're right...
it's light!

31B BAG

W AND 86 PPOOF 100; Bt FNOF D SCOTCN
WHISNY IMPORTIO BY MR BOSTON
DISTILLER INC . ROSTON MASS.

AND HOLIDAYS
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Customer Satisfaction
for over 30 YEARS
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TURNIPS
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423 N. Cleveland
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2465 POPLAR AVE.
4770 Poplar Ave.
3473 Summei Ave.
4780 Summer Ave.
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Teacher At Riverview
Plans Holiday Rites
The wedding of Miss Josephine Henley to Eddie Hayslett, Jr., will be held on Friday morning, Dec. r, at the
Lambert Church of God in
Christ with the pastor, Elder
E. W. Rodgers, officiatMg

bachelor of arts degree In sociology with the class of 1968.
She was secretary of her graduating class.

Miss Henley was graduated
from Fayette County High
School in Somerville, Tenn.,
and LeMoyne College in Memphis where she received a

A reception honoring the
newlyweds will be held on Sunday afternoon, Dec. 29, in the
Grand Ballroom of the Holiday
Inns at 980 S. Third st.

MARCH
IF 01 1NLF Fel

She is presently a seven
grade teacher at the RiverThe bride-elect is the daught- view Junior High
School.
er of Mr. and Mrs. James
Edward Henley of Mason, Mr. Hayslett was graduated
Tenn., and the prospective from the Fayette County High
groom the son of Mr. and School and is now a distributor
Mrs. Eddie Hayslett of Oak- for a well-known Memphis enland, Tenn.
terprise.

ZETAS RECEIVE CHARTER — Seven archonians of
Tan Gamma chapter of
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
were inducted into the sorority last week on the
Lanc College campus when

the chapter was granted
its charter, and officials of
the organization are seen
with the new members
Seated from left are Mrs
Mildred Bradham, grand
basileus; and first neo

phytes Shirley Wiley, Pearl
M ciiinnie, Marilyn Perry,
Dorothy Massey, Charity
Woods, Katherine Herron
and Doris Allen. Standing,
same order, are Mrs. M'Elens Matthews, regional di-

rector; Mrs. Carlotta Watson, a soror; charter sorors
Jaclyn Fentress, Rita Be.
channon, Helen Hamilton,
Mamie Griggs and Carolyn Crudup, and Mrs. Maxine P. Stewart, advisor to
Tan Gamma.

10,000 Mothers Asked
To March On Jan. 21

"I feel like Paul Revere sum- support, however, and that can
moning e v e ry citizen to only come if enough women
action," said Mrs. A. Maceo realize that the fight against
Walker, co-chairman of the birth defects is their fight too.
diet that reduces their risk of 1969 Mothers' March on birth "Surely, as mothers," Mrs
Walker said, "each of us can
defects.
premature heart disease.
The annual doorbell-ringing afford the effort of giving up
The typical American diet is campaign by women volunteers time on onc day of the year to
rich in foods that contribute to to raise money for the March ring doorbells in our neighthe progress of atherosclerosis. of Dimes will take place this borhoods."
To reduce this risk, scientists year on January 21.
recommend a diet that • low "We need more volunteers." Mrs. Walker, who is a memin cholesterol and saturated Mrs. Walker explained. "The ber of the executive commitfats, but which still pmv ides need is urgent if Memphis and tee of the Memphis-Shelby
all the nutrients essential to Shelby County is to match the County Chapter - The March
of Dimes, is serving for the
As Christmas approahces,i into the youngsters' shiny, new the hazard of atherosclerosis, good health. Adopting this diet
goals achieved in other years. fourth year as Mothers' March
mothers in Memphis and Shel- lunch boxes, and onto the fam- a disease of the arteries which usually requires moderate
Chapter headquarters are at Chairman. She will co-ordinate
by County will be busy shop- ily table.
underlies most heart attacks. changes in eating habits.
1282 Madison Avenue, - 274- the city-county wide effort
ping for gifts to fill the stockwhich will see 10,000 volunteers
There are four goals to keep 2424.
ings to be hung by the chim- A mother's skills in selecting And youngsters stand to
and preparing foods can help gain most from such risk re- in mind in following the sug- "Since 1958, the March of calling on homes January 21st
ney with care.
Dimes has led the way in over- to leave educational materials
protect the entire family's duction measures. In their for- gested diet:
coming an age-old fear of every about the March of Dimes
In the interest of protecting hearts. There is increasing mative years they will develop
hearts, Memphis Heart Assoc- evidence that a diet which con- a taste for the right kinds of 1. To meet daily needs for mother," she said. "During fight against Birth Defects, and
iation urges all mothers to pay trols the intake of cholesterol foods, and thus find it easier protein, vitamins, minerals and those years, it has established to accept contributions.
MRS. JOSEPHINE HENLEY
more than 100 Birth Defects
as much attention to what goes and saturated fats can reduce as they mature to adhere to a other nutrients.
Centers that offer help to "The Memphis-Shelby County
2. To control calories and present victims of birth de-,Chapter is expanding its Birth
maintain desirable weight.
fects and hope, through re- ,Defect Center in Tobey Mem3. To avoid eating excessive search, to unborn generations." orial Hospital which is open
amounts of food containing "Through its nationwide pub- to all the children of the Midcholestesol and saturated fat, lic health education programs, South who are suffering from
by lowering the total intake of The March of Dimes carries on a birth defect," said Mrs.
such foods.
year-round activities designed Walker.
The annual International Con- sages about modern Bible
inform the nation of the Serving with Mrs. Walker as
to
deliverances.
4. To see that more of the
vention of the Living Christ
Mrs. H.
are
severity of the birth defects Co-chairman
fat eaten is polyunsaturated,
problem," Mrs. Walker added. 1 Thomas Brooks and Mrs. A.
Center and Revivals, Inc., The convention will be high- Booker T. Washington High Convalescent Center at 1328 to the club's business man- and less of it is saturated.
All of this needs grass-roots I Roy Tyrer.
will be held in Memphis Dec. lighted by "Mexico Day," at School, the oldest and largest Mississippi Boulevard.
ager, Miss Janette Becton, who
Memphis Heart Association
headquarters at which the Mexican minister
28-29 at
will be in charge. Interpreters pre-dominantly Negro secon- The Duchess Socia: Club was directed the successful series can supply two new booklets
952 Springdale.
containing recommended diets,
for the Mexican will be Joseph dary institution in Memphis organized in 1967 by a group of activities.
recipes and tips on food preMembers of all races will E. Scott, a missionary to
is a key point in its district of senior girl students. The The Booker T. Washington paration to achieve those four
attend the meeting. The church Mexico, and Billy Pruett, pasVocational, In- goals. The publications are:
has centers in South Bend, tor of the Living Christ Center. serving the educational and club now has a membership chapter of the
Clubs
of America, The Way to A Man's Heart,
dutrials
of
around
35
Seniors.
Ind., Greenville, Miss.; Wil- Three services will be held many of the social needs of the
consisting of students major- and Recipes for Fat-Controlled
ton, Ark.; Ada and Durant, dilly during the convention:
The annual project of the ing in vocational courses at and Low Cholesterol Meals.
Okla.; Greenville, Dallas and 9:30 a.m.; 2:30 p.m., and 7:30 area.
Barbette
Social Club of Wash- the school, has added to its
McAllen, Texas; and Moterrey p.m.
Emphasis was focussed on ington High School is entertain- program an annual Christmas Scientists agree that diet is
and Rio Bravo, Mexico.
The general public of all the variety of the school's ing the boys and girls of the "Gift Package" to those less a factor in reducing the risk
heart attack. But there are l
races
is invited to attend
fortunate. The VICA Club is of
Leading out in the service
services last week, when J. D. Goodwill Home.
founded on the thesis that "we other factors to guard against.
will be the apostle and founder the meetings.
"NO PLACE TO SMALL OR- URGE"
Springer, principal of Booker Each month a girl from the should help our fellow men". See that youngsters do not acof the organization, Brother J. Meetings are held regularly
quire the cigarette smoking
High, was asked home is house guest of a BarW. Pruett, who will bring mes- on Sundays and Wednesdays. Washington
All types of cleaning.
to pinpoint some of the bette member for a week-end. The annual "gift package'. habit; have them exercise regschool's activities because of They generally attend chool project is in its second year. ularly: keep their weight at
the Christmas charity projects activities, movies, neighbor- The first year's gifts went to appropriate levels; and take
southland
mall
downtown • union awe •
medical
and programs featured during hood dances, and other events. Tobey Hospital. ThiF, year, the them for regular
gifts will go to the Police checkups.
the past two weeks.
On Friday, December 13. the Community Relations Service
This same plan of action apJOES RILL
• .110-41E BEAIRD
Mr. Springer pointed out Barbette Social Club gave its Centers.
plies equally to adults as a
WORK GUARANTEED
ALL
that in general Washington stu- annual Christmas Party at the
program to reduce their risk
fashion sp•cialists in siz•s 18 to 60 and 1612 to 325.
dents and faculty members, Goodwill Home. The girls dec- Mr. Springer expressed pride of heart attack. It is never too
through various school clubs, orated two large Christmas in the community interest of early or too late to start a
home-room calsses, and other trees, and gave presents and his faculty and student body. campaign to protect the heart.
groups, have co utributed refreshments to the girls and He added that the projects Do it this Christmas and help
money, goods, and services as bogs at the homes, after the mentioned above were the to give your family the pricea "Christmas gift" to its dis- trees were decorated. The Bar- highpoints in many other ex- less gift of health.
members and their pressions of active involvement
bette
trict and adjacent areas.
dates danced and chatted with in the educational, economHe began by noting the work the Goodwill Home Residents. ic, and social life of the district
of the school's Hi-Y Teens Special recognition is given the school serves.
clubs. Under the direction of
their club sponsors, faculty 14111014410/Malr
poorrnee
.
4010.
1•1.110
•
Ieftwoom isomorsk
members William Foster and
s<: .
,
Mrs. J. C. Thomas, the Hi- Y
• • .
members and Y- Teens girls
led the school in assembling
more than 35 huge baskets of
food on the last day before
Specially sized
the beginning of the Christmas
holidays.

Mothers' Skill In The Kitchen
Will Protect Children's Hearts

Living Christ Center
To Hold A Convention

Social Clubs At High School
Help To Spread Christmas Cheer

SPACE
HOUSE
CLEANING

Floor Cleaned VIYaxed $5.00 up-

CSS

274-4114

CATHERINE'S
After- Christmas•

SALE!

*Bylion Claire INC.

14 No. Main Court 527-3619

DRESSES

164 to 324 and 18 to 60

OFF
• DRESSES•COATS
SKIRTS • PANTS
ROBES • SWEATERS
BLOUSES • HANDBAGS
Orig. 5.00 to 125.00

NOW
399 to

9999

"SPECIALITMAN
SALE'

This food was delivered by
members of the clubs to needy
families, designated by students in the various homerooms and c lubs. A colorful
Christmas program in the
school's gymnasium preceded
the basket distributions. Miss
Sandra Hamilton, a junior;
and Lewis Burnett, a senior,
are presidents of the Y-Teens
and Hi-Y, respectively.

100 0/
/0

As if by the pre-arrangement,
the Washington High Christmas cheer program was preceded by a Christmas Vesper
Service, S u nday afternoon,
December 15 in the Blair T.
Hunt Gymnasium. Under the
direction of veteran music instructor E. L. Fender, the
Christmas section and other
excerpts from Handel's "The
Messiah." were featured.

SHORTIE i 195
WIG IL

Appearing with the Glee
Club were Instrumental accompanists from the Senior
Band which is directed by
Walter
Martin, bandmaster. You'll go better refreshed with ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke
Robert Phffer, Edward Rucker, hau the taste you never get tired of.
Always refreshIng.That'S
Gerald Williams, Alfred Jordan, Paulette Gordon, Phyllis why things go better with Coke after Coke after Coke.
Taylor, and Marilyn Wright
were the featured solosits for
the occasion.

master charge
THE INTERBAW, CARD

J STOUT SHOPPE
• 527 6436
64 9D. MAIN
DONVNTONIN •
• 274-2065
UNION
1992
•
UNION AVE
1411TEHAVEN • SOU-II-LAND MALL • 398-0064

better

with
oke

Settled under the authority of The Coca-Cols Company bYa

Hand made wig 38.95
Long Falls
39.95
LARGE WIGLETS $14.95

things go

The Duchess social Club ot
Washington High, sponsored by
Mrs. Rose Evans and Mrs
Bobbie Hentrel, took as one of
its annual projects the render.
ing of community services to
various hospitals, convalescent
homes, et cetera. For this
Christmas, the club, whose
president is Miss Paulette Gordon, a Senior, donated a large
fruit basket to the Lynnwood

HAIR

A

ALSO SEE OUR SELECTIONS
OF AFRO WIGS $19.95
CURLEY STRETCH WIGS—$18.95

Coavient Lay-away

Exert Styling $3.50

I

Bank Americard

Pea 14
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.*Tike before 'spring training !
over a pension squabble.
The holidays offer sport fans.
BASEBALL SEEKS BOSS I Chicago last week, and after
a football laden television
Baseball, slowly but surely 19 ballots on a half dozen
being replaced by professional! candidates, a new cornmis- schedule and two local cage TRENTON, N. J. —(UPI)
"Not as sick as you are," before Kapp In Newark on The courtroom is located
on on prejudice and bias. HiLltfootball as the national past.i sipper was still being sought. tourneys The National Football The Appelate division of Supe- Jones replied to Kapp.
Jaa. 4 of this year to hear the the edge of the central ward itorney, Raymond A. Brown:of
Championship
League
game, nor Court reversed the convici The bearded writer sfood sentence
time, is seeking a new leader! The big hang-up is getting,
imposed on
him. area where 26 persons *ere Jersey City, claimed "thi...Anafter firing or forcing the re- each league to give a neces- for the first time iv three tion against Negro poet Leroi
killed and hundreds injured tire fabric of the trials
Urement of former commis- sary nine votes to one of the
during rioting in July, 1967. . of
reoetion
and
p a s sion
years, will have the -.,fending Jones for carrying weapons
sioner William D. Eckert ear- top choices.
Jones had maintained his whose backdrop was a ..oaniGreen Bay Packers as spec- during the 1967 Newark riots.
lier this month, Big League'
conviction by Kapp was based munity in flames"
Jones had been sentenced to
owners are ui agreement that; Charles "Chub" Feeney of tators. Last week a detertwo-and-a-half
three-years
to
mine
%
Cleveland
team
upset
San
the
Francisco
Giants
and
the new baseball commissioner
in state prison for carrying'
should be an experienced exe- Michael Burke of the New!favored Dallas 31-20 to win
cutive already in the sport. York Yankees were strong; the Eastern Division title and two revolvers in his auto.
However, the major league choices for the $100,000 post!a spot opposite the Baltimore In a unanimous decision
big wigs have not come up John Mcklale may have been Colts in the N.F.L. showdown written by Judge Edward Gaulwith a replacement for the a compromise selection before clash Sunday in the mammoth kin, the three-judge panel said
the experienced front office Cleveland Municipal Stadium. the charge made to the jury
ousted Eckert.
man with several clubs chose The Colts earned their posi- by Essex County Judge Leon
Veterans separated from is the amount of educational
The 24 club owners met in
to withdraw as a candidate, two against the Brown with a W. Kapp was unfair.
service after January 31, 1955, assistance which a veteran
preferring to concentrate on rugged 21-14 win over Minne- in his charge, Judge Kapp exwere reminded this week by may receive. Currently, I 'sinhis new job as president of the sota for the Western Division'tolled the policemen who testiMe Condo Mori For Homeowners
the Veterans Administration gle veteran taking full-time' BiMontreal
expansion
the
of
club
crown. Oscar Reed, former fied against Jones and his coBuyers
that they are now entitled to stitutional training is paid, 1180
National League.
Booker T. Wa shingt on defendants, Charles McCray and
Listines-Cales-Locres
one and one-half months of ed- a month by the Veterans •AdThe baseball owners will great and record smasher at Barry Wynn. who with Jones
ucational assistance — up to a ministration. The amount'-of
LEWIS REALTY COMPANY meet
again within 30 or 40 Colorado State, is on the Vik- won new trials.
maximum of 36 months — for additional allowance he 'my
867 Thomas St.
days in an effort to find a ings 'roster.
each month of military service. receive depends on the numAt the same, time,, the ap94341890
Edward P. Onstot, Manager ber of his dependents.
526-9203 leader who will have to re- The N.F.L. winner will face pellab, division reversed the
solve a
threatened
player the American Football League contempt of court conviction
of the Veterans Administration Post-Korean veterans
Regional Office in Nashville,
Champion in the third Super against Jones because Judge
eight years from the date-of
said that a law which went inBowl game next Sunday in Kapp did not give him an optheir separation from setrite
to effect December 1 liberalizMiami. Oakland, last year's portunity to be heard before
to complete training wailer
ed the previous Post-Korean
representative
A.F L.'s
and he was found guilty and senthe third generation GI MIL
GI Bill limit of one month of
eventual loser to Green Bay tenced.
educational
in the Super Bowl, defeated The
a s sistance
for Some Post-Korean vets
c o ntempt conviction
the Kansas City chiefs 41-6 last
each month of service for vet- have earned entitlement triubecause
remarks
of
came
pier
a s sistance
erans with at least 181 days of ticational
Sunday in a playoff game for made to Judge Kapp during
more than one Veterans-Adthe Western Division top spot.
service,
including
some
after
the trial. At one point, the
BARGAMS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
ministration program —
January 31, 1955.
The Raiders, behind Daryl L.
judge told Jones he was sick
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
Korean Conflict GI BilL7.11s
Another
monica's five to uchdown
provision
of
law
the
and needed medical attention.
well as the current meastrre,
which
passes
went
into
effect
Decemand
defense
a
stingy
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
ber 1 grants veterans with at;for example. Previously, ..1&y
which allowed the frustrated
MONEY LOANED
least lb months of continuous were limited to aggregate =bChiefs only three penetrations will be on the three day affair
LEEN'JONES
_ service after January 31, 1955, efits of 36 months. Now, howinto
Oakland territory, must as Melrose, currently ranked
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
who have satisfied their active ever, under the new law Alish
knock off the talented New number two in the state polls,
176 II 17 SEAL STREET JA 643001 York Jets Sunday in New is entered and is the defendduty obligation, the maximum went into effect Decemben,
!
of 36 months of educational as- they will be entitled to ararYork's Shea Stadium to get al jog champ. Four of the schools
gate benefits of no more liven
sistance entitlement.
second chance in the Super booked, Lester, Melrose, DougThus, for example, a veteran 46 months.
spectacle which is worth about lass and Washington, are former champions. Friday's pair-,
who may have entered service Tile Veterans AdministiTtien
$25.000 to the winners.
ings find Geeter going against
before the official end of the especially urged Post-Korean
, Oakland
should
be hard Douglass, followed by a match IOWA CITY,
IA. — The UniKorean Conflict (January 31, veterans who did not
pressed against a well rested! between Lester and SomerreturrIci
1955) but had only 18 months school because they could opNew York eleven who are ledE ville Ware. Melrose swings intol versity of Iowa's football reof Post-Korean service, will plete only a couple of years
by the classy Joe Namath,' action Saturday night against building program is right on
still be able to get four aca- of college under the old "Mihard running Emmerson Boo- the Ware-Lester winner while schedule, thanks to the paly
demic
years of Veterans Ad- mula — one month entitlemett
zer and Matt Snell. The last WaFhington makes its
first of sophomores like Charles
ministration educational assist- fo reach one month service-.!--time Oakland and the Jets appearance against the Doug- (Doc) Bolden of Memphis,
ance.
to contact their nearest Vail-hooked up the Raiders staged lass-Geeter victor. The finals Tenn.
• VALIANT
Unchanged by this new law ans Administration office.
a
miraculous
finish
to
in
win
many
As
as 11 rookies were
will he held on Monday with a
• ROAD RUNNER
the last minute of play.
consolation game to precedelin Iowa' starting lineup in 1968
• PLYMOUTH
, and they played a big role in
LeMoyne-Owen will provide the championship fray.
• CHRYSLER
leading the Hawkeyes to a first
a
Hamilton
dish
Carver
excitement
of
and
cage
arel
• IMPERIAL
1925 UNION•275-1143
when its annual holiday tour- entered in the K.C. Tourney division finish in the Big Ten.
nament gets underway Friday commencing T h u r sday at At season's end, the Hawkat 7 p.m. A lot of interest Memphis State.
eyes had broken or tied 23
school and Big Ten records
and one of the key men in
Laurence
R. Howard of dent of the Tukegee Alumni
this record-breaking year was
been AssociatiOn to sit on the errs"Bolden. 6-3 and 190 pounds,
Bloomfield
Hills
has
. el fund's executive board. He
who played defense halfback
named Oakland county chairCHARLES BOLDEN
and safety.
also is on the Chapel Program
I man of the Chapel Memorial
Management Committee.
Bolden alternated with deability was quickly noted in Gifts Program for Tuskegee Since 1949 Howard has been
fensive captain Steve Wilson at
Institute.
peesident of R.E.T.S. Elecsafety and got the starting Iowa practice sessions, howcall as a defensive halfback ever, helping him earn a start- The national drive aims to I tronic Schools, a Detroit-based
riase $2,000,000 to replace a vocational training organization
several times.
ing position as a sophomore.
student chapel at the Alabama 'with 7,500 students at branches
He intercepted four passes
Bolden was one of several college destroyed in 1957 by in 20 U.S. and Canadian cities.
for 56 yards — second best on
"Blue-Chip"
a t hletes
Iowa fire. The chapel drive is part He joined R.E.T.S. in 1941.
the team — and played a big
EAS1-5014
role in helping Iowa stymie Coach Ray Nagel and his staff of the National Fund for Tus- Howard is active in Detroitopponents' passing attacks. He recruited two years ago it a kegee Institute, which seeks area civic and educational afalso made 65 tackles for the calculated effort to raise Iowa to produce $40,000,000 for the fairs. He served on the Detroit
Television Licensing Board for
season to rank fifth on the football back to respectibility. predominantly black school.
team in that category and first Bolden and his sophomore In addition to his activities ;seven years and was a founder
THESE PRICES WILL NOT START UNTIL THURS. DEC. 26th.
among the defensive backs. teammates helped the Hawk- as a county chairman, Howard of the Detroit Television LiBolden came to Iowa after eyes take a big step in that has been picked by the presi- 'censing Ordinance.
Glad
Del Monte
starring as a pass receiver for direction this season. Next
Derby Or Swift's
Memphis' Father Ber trand season, they plan to go all the
Peaches TRASH
High School. His defensive way to the top.

Court Overturns Jones Conviction Tf•••11111146

WM/W.

Veterans Can Obtain
26 Months Schooling

mmilyaMO

=Wan

AMMO=

.m.10

mom+.

sOMORIMID

THAN'S
LOAN FFICE

emphian Helps Iowa
Finish With The Best

You Don't Pay More..
You JustGetMore At

TO
° !SHER

•^

TV Executive To Be
Named Oakland Chair.'

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
POPLAR (At Menden nail!
Me1OWN-1620 MADISON

Whole Sptcen

29 oz. Glass 45*

BEEF STEW
2 Total Limit 24 oz. 390

BAGS
10 Count
6941)
Box

Alaska Pink

SALMON

Riceland

Richtex

RICE
Extra Large Grains

Veg.

16 oz. Can

Shortening
15$
3 lb. Can 494p

16 oz. Bag
Swifts

Blue Plate

CHILI

NEW FORD CAR & TRUCK HDQTRS

Seven

2 Limit

12 oz.

19*

DINNERS
211 oz. Boxes
t

Fred Montesi
210 ix.
Birdseye
Blackeyed 'PEAS
Pkg.
Or Cut OKRA390

lb. 150
Delsey
To

Cal -Ida POTATOES
Hash Brown 2 lb. Bag
250

TISSUE
4 Roll pkg.

690

NOBODY Walks Away!
NEW CAR TRADE-INS

'68 Wildc't $3395 '66 Impala $1995
4-door Wan, factory air,
power steering. power
brakes, automatic, vinyl
roof, white aide wall
tiros.

2-door hardtop. factory
air. power steering, automatic. white side wall
urea, radio, wheel covers.

'68 LTD ..$3395 '68 Ford. $3095

VEG. Yellow
qrts.
OLEO

Morton's

8 oz.

DRESSING 25
Breast O'Chicken light meat chunk
TUNA
61/
2oz.Can32.

Mayonaise
With
BEANS
qt. 39*
24 oz. Can 39*

JOY
Reg. 33C

seas Creamy

Italian

2

Liquid Dish Detergent

EAST MEMPHIS

4-door hardtop, factory
air, power steering, powbrakes,
er
automatic,
vinyl Apof, white side
wall tifts.

'66 Mem. $1995
Montclair. 4-door sedan.
factory air, power steering, power brakes, radio,
automatic. white aide wall
tires, wheel covers.

'62 Ford.. $695

490 I.

Truck, Y-S. good condition.

COFFEE

Maxwell Ho use, Marilyn Club, Folgers
Chase & Sanborn Lb. can 15c
or Fred Montesi Lb. Can 11f or 58c off
any other 8oz. or larger Instant Coffee

•

,f)

'67 T-Bird $2495
Factory air, power steering, power brakes, loaded. extra nice.

'67 Chet.$2295
Super Sport convertible,
factory air, power steerinç,. power brakes, autooleic, white side will
tires, wheel covers,

'66 Ford . $1895 '66 Ford $1895

WITH COUPON
▪

Gelail• 500 2-doer hardtop. formal factory air,
power steering. V-S, radio, white alde wall tire..

With coupon and $5.00 additional purchasei •xcluding value of coupon merchandis• (fresh milk products one
tobacco also excluded in conplianc• with state jaw).
Coupon expires tuesday noon JOrl.02
A
,
purclume
ONt coupon per family per week.
not inclu lid in coupon

17-1I, bucket seats,
console, radio, pow•r
steering, white side wall
tires, wheel covers, vinyl

2-door hardtop, factory
air, automaticy
w•r
steering. V-S.
white
side well tires, wheel
covers. vinyl

root.

'64 Olds. $1295 '66 Ford.$1895
'Mr 4-leer hardtop. for
torv air, full power.

4-door sedan. factory air.
power steering, rad in,
white aide wall Woe,
wheel covers. automatic.

NOBODY Walks Away!

ELECTED TO POST—Kenneth Robinson, 15, of Nash•
ville, was recently elected
to a national office in an
organization to help retarded children, and is seen
here with Dr. Robert Co.
hen, assistant commission
er for retarded services of
the Tennessee Department
of Mental Health. Kenneth

atterded a convention la
Detroit where he was elected national president of
YOUTH•NARC
N ational
Association f r Retarded
Children). Mrs. Nat Winston. Jr., wife of Tennessee'
commissioner for mental
health, is statewide chair•
man for the organization
working with youth groups.

In PersonI Abe Saperstein's Famous

HARLEM
GLOBETROTTERS

"MAGICIANS OF BASKETBALL"
Famous Globetrotter
ADDED ATTRACTIONS

Phis The

HERFF FORD
Thin-Twit
POTATO'S
CHIPS
16 oz. Bag

590

2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD
°pea MU:'Ti! 9 P.M.
4554151

8:00 P.M.
SUNDAY, JANUARY 5th
MIIII-Setith Cali seem
$2.50 - $3.00 - $3.50

%a
1
'
uthc
South

ikseourniMoFnearrgOrorduenrdtso 3M8i
104

Featuring

DOwLA

EM'N
•••••

a
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Jackson Cagers Take
Losers' Trophy At Gil

AT TUSKEHONORED
cax — outstanding service in the fields of agricub
tore and human resource
d,c“ lopment has earned
Tuskegee's Dr. B. D. MaN
berry, right, the Profession
al Service Award for Pics.
and making the present a
tion is Dr. M. C. 6:tin , a
vocational program officer

In the Department of
Health, Education mid Welfare office in .Atlanta. The
presentation 'Ads made at
a
Profe ssion a i Leadership
Conference at ruskegee Institute reieiitl
Dr. Mayberr‘ has been a member
of the 'lluskegee faculty
s101n 1946.

On the heels of a 1967 smash- hopes of capturing the G.I.T.
l ing season of 24 victories and crown for three consecutive
I only three defeats the Jackson
State College, hardwood crew years. Jackson State went on
the
win
to
opened the 1968 season with from
there
la 83-68 win over Tuskegee In., 'Losers" championship by destitute on December 2, befo
a jam packed crowd at the testing the other losers. J-State
College Park Auditorium in topped Savannah State 92-62
Jackson, Miss.
land • Clark College 76-63, for
But it was a tale twice told the "Losers" trophy.
at the Georgia Invitational'
season
Tournament held at Morehouse In:their next regular
College in Atlanta, Georgia, ;game the JSC hardwood crew
December 5-6. In their first under the direction of second
game JSC was matched with
Covington
the same team they defeated year coach Paul
on the previous Monday night routed the Ta1-4 Bulldogs
At one point in the game from their own gym 97-76
J-State had a 15 point lead Team leaders in the scoran,2
But with 40 seconds left in the
and Jame
game the lead was only. five are Louis Herndon
points. Two field goals and' two Barnes with a 16.6 average
freethroUra by Tusk's Kendall each. They are followed b \
Mayfield, love Tusk the upset
A. W. Holt with 16.4 and Corvictory Wel
Warner with 16.0 Holt
nell
That put an end to State's
leads the rebounding caterrr
i
_
.with 85 totlil rebounds and KRiNeiR'VIER!
a 17 per gaine average. Warner
,is a dose second with 72 total,
!grabs and an 14.2 per game
I average.

I Will Cut Your Food Costs,
And You'll Still Get Your Top Value Stamps

Holiday
;Tournament Low-Quality
Starts Friday Food Vexes

CLIP THIS BONUS COUPON FOR
THIS WEEK'S BONUS STAMPS!
MMOUNISMISTIMI

00

WHOLE

Ole

FRYERS

e.clud ng .000cco on4 fret', or frozen milk prod.

uc.s. Good ?hr. Tue. December

\L. t

U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY
U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY

BOSTON ROLL

Boneless Roast

490
LOIN
lb. 700
lb. 490
lb. 600
150

SLICED BACON
"Family Pak" in
4 to 5-lb. buckets

CATFISH STEAKS

Banquet, Chicken,
Turkey or Beef 8 -oz. pkg.

10-oz, or smaller.

PEPSIS
71

Adcl.

MEL- -S FT

BREAD

with coupon and $5.00 additional
purchase, excluding tobacco

KING-SIZE FAB
BLACK-EYED PEAS
MOTHER'S BEST FLOUR

Regular or
Made-with-Buftermilk

5-1b. 4-oz. pkg.
Kroger, Dried

1-1b.

Plain or
Self- Rising 5-lb. bag

90C
150

1 -qt. 14-oz. can

ERNS
Kroger produce is freshwra pped in CrisPak
clear plastic film to keep
St

large.

BONUS COUPON
FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
100
25
25
25
25

UNKIST FRESH

GRAPEFRUIT
sh
"TURNIPS
'

Each

STA

PS

Fee.
12/31i

\

rn

LSIT

K
A•ltrl'o•
I. \ 1)P0..oxe PizFas
"NI

rlu

,
Ot,

lb.

Fresh, Crisp, Pascal

CELERY

CONGRATULATIONS

Mrs

HELEN

D. BARGER

646 E.DAVANT
If

LIKE IT IS... Service with the focus on "action" is the way it is at

Roy Brown's Chic-n -and Bar-B-6 outlet, located at 1061 South Third.
Mr. Brown holds a franchise for his outlet with the well known Lobe's
Enterprises, one of the city's largest food service chains. The picoutlet. There's action.
ture above shows a typical scene at Brown's
There is satisservice.
quality
there's
and
food
Yet, tbare's quality
is the reciBrown
Mr.
good-will.
of
atmosphere
an
faction. There's
which his franchise repro-,
pient of Om'equal opportunity" emphasis
"inmots., His Bar-B-Q outlet is on approved gathering place for the

crowd." Ho invites you to join them.

you wiil coil Mrs

Kroger,

Stalk

tot

ICROURPIttltD11
PittatilS
100
at
Seildays,
to hear
slice
group
Be

Phillips at
743-2630sta, 45

will
good for

on.book

of top voluis stantp•

We wish you

A HAPPY
NEW YEAR!

thIs iine

CONS GREETINGS
LOEB ENTERIFDRI

2
8

1 -lb.

8

Indian River

C

4-oz.
loaves

Del Monte

TOMATO JUICE

.

Sliced as Mixed Chops

THRIFTY

POT PIES

QUARTER
PORK

lb.

CHUCK ROAST

FRESH WATER

17, Limit One Top
11/11

AIPPIMINIMPIPMMINK

Jhere Is A Difference COKES
With the grand opening of ROY BROWN'S new
LOEB'S Bar-B-Q.franchise at 1061 South Third

—•

..th this coupon and

UP or

William "Bill" Loeb
Has Done it Again

EXTRA 10P
VALUE STAMPS

$5.00 purchase,

C o 11 e ge's
LeMoyne-Owen
Basketball
Holiday
annual
Tournament for high school
America's poor are convinced
teams in the area gets underare not getting enough
they
way at 7:30 this Friday night,
nutritious food, according to
Dec. 27, in Bruce Hall.
a Blue Cross Association reDouglass meets Geeter in the port.
opener, with Lester taking on
An article by pollster Louis
W. P. Ware of Somerville at
Harris, written for the report,
8:30.
said one in five poor whites
Melrose and Booker T. Washand one in seven poor blacks
ington will be on the scene
believe the key to deterioriated
28,
Dec.
t,
nigh
Saturday
health today is lack of proper
Melrose goes at 7:30 with the
food and diet.
Lester-Ware winner, and Washbeing honored for "contri- ington tackles the Douglass- ''But far and away the most
trequent problem with food
butions to education f o r Geeter winner at 8:30.
over a quarter of a cenConsolation game will be among the poor is the quality
tury." Mr. Hobson was the
played -at 7:30 Monday night, of what food is available," Harspeaker at a recent Lane Dec 30, followed by the cham- ris said. "Many complained
that the food is filling but not
pionship battle at 8:30.
convocation and talked on
athletic nutritious, is interlarded with
Jerr y Johnson,
"Education For These
, director at the college, will fats, may be weight giving'
Times."
but is not health giving.''
coordinate the tournament.

Poor People

PLAQUE FOR PRINCIPAL
—Louts B. Hobson, right,
principal of Manassas High
School in Memphis, accepts
a plaque from Lane College president Dr. Chester
A. Airkendoll for outstanding' services. Dr. Kirkendell said Mr. Hobson was
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Slashed Prices:

Your Dollar's Worth More When You Shop The Stores That Give Top Value Stamps!
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DEFENDER

CHARITY
SHOW
WINNERS — Winners in various divisions at the 21st
St. Nick's Yuletide Revelry are seen here with the

queen. From left are Dick
Allen, Jer o me
Baker,
Miss Loretta McCoy, the
1967 queen crowning Miss
Wanda Butler, the 1968

queen; Jacqueline Adams,
first princess, and Ella Jo
Pierce, second
princess.
The show was sponsored
by the Citizens Committee

Coital]
and
staged
at
the King Cotton Hotel. Noble Thornton is president of
the organization.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 28, 16s

CITIZENS C0 11111111rEE
Citizens Committee , after the presentation of
the
OFFICERS — Officers of I Coma ire shown here
their 21st annual Christmas

The Veteran's Corner

r

A — The VA has no limit
on the amount which may be
borrowed with a guaranteed
EDITOR'S NOTE: Veterans. riage requirement in effect at; loan. However, there is a limimid their families are asking, the time of your husband's i tation on the amount of the
thousand of questions concern- death. Now a widow needs to I VA guaranty to the lender. The
ing the benefits their Govern-. have been married to the vet- guaranty cannot be more than
meet provides
for
them eran . only one year before his 60 per cent of the loan and in
through the Veterans Admini- death to meet this pension eli- no event can it exceed $12,500.
stration. Below are some rep- gibility requuirement. For infor- GI home loan mortgages may
resentative quieries. Addition- mation and assistance in reap- run up to 30 years.
al information may be obtain- plying for a pension, contact
ed at any VA office.
your nearest VA regional ofQ — My husband, a World fice.
War II veteran, died in 1958.
Q— I am receiving a penWe did not have any children. sion for my nonservice-conCAN YOU USE
My application for a widow's nected disabilities. When is
pension was denied at that. the deadline for returning my
MORE
time because I had only been income questionnaire from the
married to my husband for, Veterans Administration?
three years. I am now ,unahlel
A — The deadline is Jan. 15
CONVENIENT
to work because of a disability.
1969.
LOCATIONS
Will this be a consideration if
Q — What is the limit on the
W.th, 100(S WI( 4, <,4.
I should reapply for a pen.
amount of a guaranteed home
4317 PRI,/1111140,4114
son?
allf1fla
loan a veteran can obtain from
A — In itself your disability, a lending institution, and what
would not be a consideration. is the maximum length of time
However, a law passed in 1967 allowed to repay this type of
liberalized the five-year mar-' loan?

Fund Benefit Show at the
King Cotton
Hotel. Oa
front row, from left, are
Charles Pickens, secretary;
Roscoe Dixon, Joey MtKinny, Otto Lee and Elmer
Flowers. On back row,
same order, are Notate
Thornton, president; Joe
Mays, treasurer; W. L. Lay
vice president; and L. Re/mon Lynom, board chairman.

PEST
alTIIMINATING CO.
TERMITES -ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Licessed and Beaded
CALL US BEFORE YOU API
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"
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HELP IN CHARITY SHOW
The
Citizens
Committee
Council presented its 1968
St. Nicks Yuletide Revelry
recently for the benefit of
its 21st annual Christmas
Fund benefit, and seen

here are the women who
helped to make it a success. From left are Mrs.
Mar) Lay, Mrs. Geraldine
Parks, Mrs. Emma J. McDonald, Mrs. Rose S. For-

ter. Mrs. Loreen Flowers,
director of the show; Mrs.
Marie L. Mays, Mrs. Olivia Harris, Mrs. Frances
Dyson, Mrs. Frankie
Brown, Mrs. Della Jean

One Family Singer Lou Rawls Wins
Helped; More Recognition From VA

Blair, Mrs. Virginia Lois
Williams, Mrs. Gloria J.
Eddigns, Mrs. Jo Ann Duncan, Mrs. Bettye L. Will.
jams, and Mrs. Jo Netta
Doggett.

Concert Guild
,Will Present
Miss Bumpus

A national award was made fits in a 12-state territory. He
to entertainer Lou Rawls on is the first Negro to head a
,the Joey Bishop show during major Federal program as
the telecast of Friday, Dec. 6, Manager of one of the nation's
The Roy D. Morrison ConWhen Mrs. Imogene Jack- in recognition and acknowledge- largest VA Benefits Office, in
cert
Guild of the Central Baptson of 233 Charter rd., found ment of the scope and serv- Washington, D. r.
a needy family living in South ice of Lou Rawls to the veter- The Administrator of Veter- ist Church, Inc. will present
ans Affairs had asked Mr. Hol- Miss Carolyn Bumpus in conMemphis recently she asked ans of America.
land to make special mention cert next Sunday, December
members of her church. Mt. The
carries
award
also
Joyner Baptist, to bring her recognition of Rawls' contin- of the important services that 29, at 7 p.m.
Miss Bumpus has been a
food and clothing for the fam- uing efforts for the President's Lou Rawls has rendered to
member of Central B a ptist
the
President's
Commission
on
ily.
Equal Opportunity Commission
Equal Opportunity and the Civ- Church all of her Christian
Mrs. Jackson, who is em- and the nation's civil rights il Rights Program which are life. She attended Melrose High
programs. President Johnson
ployed as a machine operator,
backed very forcefully by the School where she was active
noted Lou Rawls service
has
at the Chickasask.; factory to
President and the Administra- in many constructive activities.
over the years.
She was graduated from Lane
bring food and clothing.
tion.
George L. 'Holland, of the
1College, Jackson, Tennessee in
The response to her requests' Veterans Administration • Cen! 1966 and presently, is employwas so great, she said, that tral Office in Washingnton. D.C..
ed as a teacher at the Mitchell'
the
to
Angele
made
Los
trip
she had more thaii— ebough for
Road High School.
the family she was solicitingl to represent the Administrator
The concert will be held in
for, and she now has enoughl of Veterans Affairs, William
tho spacious auditorium of the
Driver,
make
and
to
the
specfood to assist other familiesi
Central Baptist Chruch, Inc.
ial acknowledgment and Nain need.
' at 320 W. Joubert Street.
tional Award to Rawls.
The public is invited to atMrs Jackson said she would Holland has been in the Fedtend.
like to thank all of those per- eral Service since 1945 after
sons who gave to ths needy his discharge from the Army,
The Memphians are now 1-2
cause, and anyone having need and has occupied positions of The Magicians of LeMoyne- in the SIAC after dropping a
or knowing of someone who great importance both nation- Owen will take it easy until tough contest Friday night to
Jan. 4 when they meet the Alabama A and M at Normal.
does, may contact her at 398- ally and internationally.
He has been a Program Ad- high-scoring Dillard University They are 3-2 overall.
1860.
visor to the Republic of China five from New Orleans. The
After the game with Dillard,
Her pastor is Rev. S. H. and a Veterans Area Director, game will be played at Bruce the Magicians will go on a long
Champion
supervising all veterans bene- Hall starting at 8.
road trip.

Can Get Aid

FREE 5 YEAR SERVICE Within a 25-MS. Radius of the City Limits of Memphis,
Temt.
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Purchase of Either Frigidaire Washer or Dryer

Why Sacrifice Qualitje, When You Can
'Get FRIGIDAIRE at These Low Prices
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Jot Action WASHER

PAYMENT TIL

has DPC For

FEBRUARY 69
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IOMR WWIsod PARTS

Sad YEAR SERVICE sod PARTS
3rd YEAR MY= sod PARTS
4tla YEAR SERVICE sad PARTS m'.
YEAR SRRYIC1 sod PARTS •

Dryer

No. 9 - 2219 Florida

No.26 - 5201 Highy.ay 61 So.

No.10 - 1478 Notional

No.27 - 1693 Lauderdale

2458 Chelsea

cmaaac

NO CNAROR
NO MAROC
NO CRAMS

'OR S PULl.YEARS

All Medias of. Frigidaire Washers
and Dryers
Carry the Same 5-Year Written
Guarantee

Avenue

$ sum* 12400010b10 Viaislaiw Meddle
Is fit Aar Ne44& SIEDOST
4 Ilar•lhapoidelpl• Dryers
S.Fititsalty Need& Pone;

Illayrose
Serving You With fine foods
And You Receive Quality Stamps

NO CNAltei
NO

TOTAL COST # 93995

No.43 - 279 Exchange
No.48 -

9399

IOWA* SERVICE sad PARTS
Shod TSAR SERVICE sod PARTS
3r4 WAR SIMS= sad PAM
Sib UM SUMP mod PARTS
Sib issa soma awl*ARTS '

No.15 - 2481 Dwight Road

Nsi.20 - 3980 Psrk Avenue

NO CNARGE

FOR 5 FULL YEARS

- 4701 Highway 51 So.

No.17•4571 Quince

NO CURSE
NO CESARE'S
NO CHARIER
NO CHARGE

TOTAL COST #

1506 East Broadway
(W•st Memp.-•s)
No.12 - 3152 Johnson

No.8 - 4280 Macon Road

$1899-5

.......

-

No.7 - 452 East Shelby Dei•vo

NO MONEY
DOWN

Frigidaire 1968

MODEL DAN SNowCRES WIT

No• 6 - 661 Chelsea

b••••Troths
erase by Ness
114tebribie 10•11•4?

Ace Appliance Co. Exclusive 5. Year Written GuaranteUis•Delivered With The

PRESMAIRS nsc.erne

549 South Parkway East

IIS lodie Mpesebed

...

Frigidaire Elec. Automatic

No. 4

FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. PA 7-6031-

5 Year Guarantee on Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
Including Parts and Service at No Extra Cost

THERE'S ONE NEAR YOU
No.11

O.Z. EVERS

thily Ace Appliance Co.Offers You

Magicians
Are Resting
Until Jan. 4

No.1 - 171 Poplar at Highland
No. 2 - 1471 Florida at Parkway

CALL

ACE APPUANCE Co.
L E. GATLIN

EAST

WHITEHA YEN

NEI loom
Pisa. 324-4406
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